1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Arguably, the period from adolescence through emerging adulthood (i.e., from age 10 until the late twenties) is the most vulnerable period for the emergence of mental health disorders. The prevalence of psychiatric disorders during this period is estimated to be as high as 50 % ([@bib0040]) and the incidence of specific disorders such as major depressive disorder (MDD) and substance use disorders (SUD) is the highest between adolescence and emerging adulthood compared to other life periods ([@bib0065]; [@bib0480]; [@bib0700]). Moreover, early depression and substance use disorders are associated with greater functional impairment, comorbidities, and contribute significantly to global disease burden in young people ([@bib0830]; [@bib0850]; [@bib0985]).

Furthermore, depression and substance use disorder often co-occur in individuals. For example, in a study of 6355 patients with alcohol and drug dependence, [@bib0575] found that 44% of these individuals also had a lifetime history of depression. Similarly, SUDs appear to be as common in individuals with depression; in a study of depression, 33 % of patients with MDD also had symptoms consistent with a concurrent SUD ([@bib0195], [@bib0200]). Although the frequency of the comorbidity between the two disorders has been well established, little is known about the mechanisms of this association. While a causal relationship could adequately explain the relationship (e.g., depression leading to substance use), it has been suggested that the two disorders may share a common etiological origin ([@bib0815]). Examples of shared aetiologic factors could include common genetic predisposition, or environmental risk factors such as childhood trauma ([@bib0815]). Importantly, it has been suggested that alterations in neural circuits underlying emotion regulation (which could be related to the genetic and environment factors outlined above) may represent a common risk mechanism for both depressive and substance use disorders ([@bib0045]; [@bib0495]; [@bib0500]; [@bib0680]).

"Emotion regulation" is the process by which individuals exert control and thus regulate their experience and expression of emotions ([@bib0845]). In healthy individuals, emotion regulation is suggested to be supported by prefrontal cortical (PFC) regions, including dorsolateral PFC, ventrolateral PFC, and anterior cingulate cortex, which modulate emotional responses in subcortical regions including the amygdala ([@bib0605]). Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies of depressed individuals, when compared to healthy controls, have shown evidence of hypo-activation of the PFC and hyper-activation of the amygdala, during emotion regulation tasks. This interaction between activation of the PFC and amygdala has been suggested to underlie efficient versus dysfunctional downregulation of negative emotions ([@bib0245]). Alterations in the neural correlates of emotion regulation have similarly been implicated in substance use and SUD. For example, during an emotion regulation paradigm, compared to non-users, young adults who engage in substance use were found to have higher self-reported negative affect (i.e., lower emotion regulation success), as well as lower cortico-subcortical connectivity ([@bib0975]).

The neural circuitry underlying emotion regulation undergoes marked development during adolescence and emerging adulthood. One of the most influential early set of findings from research on neurodevelopment reported that the brain, particularly the PFC, continues to undergo dynamic structural and functional development until the mid to late 20s ([@bib0090]; [@bib0100], [@bib0105]; [@bib0290]; [@bib0345]; [@bib0750]). These findings, in concert with evidence that subcortical regions develop relatively earlier than the PFC, prompted some influential theories suggesting that these changes may render individuals more vulnerable to the development of mental health problems marked by emotion dysregulation, including depression and SUD ([@bib0110]; [@bib0595]; [@bib0770]).

"Dual systems" or "maturational mismatch" theories ([@bib0105]; [@bib0770]) propose that the social, behavioral and emotional changes observed in adolescence can be partially explained by the temporal mismatch between the protracted development of regulatory prefrontal regions, and the relatively quicker development of subcortical regions associated with reward and emotion processing ([@bib0105]). In addition, this developmental mismatch has also been discussed in the context of emerging adults, as developmental gains in impulse control occur throughout adolescence and well into the twenties ([@bib0780]). An exaggeration of this temporal mismatch is suggested to be associated with poor regulation of bottom-up subcortical structures by top-down prefrontal regulatory structures, and may contribute to dysregulated affect, rendering individuals more susceptible to the development of depression ([@bib0595]) or problems with substance use ([@bib0105]).

Although these theories have been influential, there have concerns raised about their broad application to explain a wide variety of phenomena ([@bib0635]), suggesting that the model may lack specificity. In addition, the applicability of the dual systems model to MDD has been questioned because unlike SUDs, the incidence rates of MDD remains consistent from adolescence through to later adulthood ([@bib0190]). Accordingly, there have been calls to directly test more precise hypotheses derived from these theories ([@bib0640]). In this respect it is notable that research directly testing whether the dual systems model is equally applicable to both MDD and SUD (and therefore may explain common etiological factors that contribute to comorbidity) is still somewhat lacking. Although such research would ideally require investigation of the coupling or coordinated function of neural systems over time, other research that might speak to the validity of these theories includes task-based studies investigating neural activation or connectivity associated with emotion processing and regulation in youth MDD or SUD populations. Further, research investigating subcortical resting state connectivity in MDD or SUD may provide insight into task-independent connectivity of networks implicated in dual-systems/mismatch models; however, there is currently no synthesis of such data to inform whether there is current support for the dual-systems/mismatch models in MDD or SUD, and importantly, whether there are nuances that discriminate MDD from SUD. The aim of this review is to examine the extant literature to evaluate the applicability of the dual systems/mismatch models to both depression and substance use.

2. Aims {#sec0010}
=======

This systematic review will focus on task-based and resting state fMRI studies in adolescents and emerging adults (i.e., youth) and compare the underlying neural circuitry between youth depression and substance use, with a focus on bottom up subcortical and top down regulatory structures highlighted by dual systems/mismatch models. Given that a) the developmental mismatch has been discussed in the context of adolescence extending into emerging adulthood ([@bib0780]) the development of the prefrontal cortex is protracted, and continues well into the twenties ([@bib0090]; [@bib0100], [@bib0105]; [@bib0290]; [@bib0345]; [@bib0750]), and c) the incidence rates of MDD and SUDs are similar during adolescence and emerging adulthood ([@bib0065]; [@bib0480]; [@bib0700]), in our review, which sought to examine the usefulness of the dual systems model, we included both adolescent and emerging adult literature. Of note, evidence suggests that substance use in youth is often indicative of the development of substance use disorders in adulthood ([@bib0225]; [@bib0355]; [@bib0465]). Given this, in addition to the small number of studies on SUD in youth, we included studies on substance use and abuse in addition to SUD.

Findings consistent with the model would include subcortical hyperactivity and aberrant prefrontal activity during tasks of conscious or unconscious emotion regulation. Findings consistent with the model would include subcortical hyperactivity and aberrant prefrontal activity during tasks that elicit conscious or unconscious emotion regulation processes. There are, however, some differences in the manner that these models have been applied to MDD and substance use. For example, striatal hypoactivation while processing positive stimuli has been suggested to characterize MDD, whereas striatal hyperactivation in response to positive stimuli may characterize substance use ([@bib0110]; [@bib0695]; [@bib0950]). As such, we predicted that we would see these differences emerge in our review of the empirical literature. Regarding prefrontal (top-down) regulatory structures, both exaggerated and attenuated activation could potentially be in agreement with the model. For instance, hypoactivation could suggest an inability to recruit cortical regions for top-down control ([@bib0145]), while hyperactivation could indicate compensatory recruitment ([@bib0695]). Thus, the review also set out to find a pattern in the reviewed studies with respect to hypoactivation and hyperactivation of regulatory structures. Regarding resting state functional connectivity (rsFC), we suggest that lower cortico-subcortical connectivity would be most consistent with the model, given that decreased rsFC has been suggested to reflect lower functional integration of cortical and subcortical structures, thus leading to a breakdown in the neural circuitry underlying emotion regulation ([@bib0075]; [@bib0905]). This breakdown in the circuitry could potentially explain depression and substance-use associated emotion regulation deficits.

3. Materials and methods {#sec0015}
========================

3.1. Literature search {#sec0020}
----------------------

This systematic review was conducted using the PRISMA guidelines ([@bib0580]), and the protocol of the review was registered with PROSPERO (ID: CRD42019134674) after the literature search was conducted, but prior to data extraction and writing of the manuscript (submitted 13/5/2019, updated/revised 11/07/2019, and accepted 11/11/2019; registered protocol available in Supplementary Material). Literature searches were conducted for English language papers using three databases; Medline, PsycInfo and Embase. Search results were extracted on 30th November 2018 with no restrictions on dates. Two different searches were conducted and then combined; 1) fMRI studies using emotion regulation or processing tasks and 2) studies using resting-state fMRI focusing on subcortical connectivity in youth depression and substance use (search algorithms can be found in supplementary material). The search was re-run closer to the finalization of the manuscript (1st July 2019) to ensure recent published literature was included.

3.2. Study selection {#sec0025}
--------------------

Duplicated papers were removed, and titles and abstracts were then assessed through Covidence (Veritas Health Innovation, Melbourne, Australia) for inclusion. One author screened the articles and abstracts of the deduplicated set of search results in order to exclude the ineligible articles. Two authors assessed the eligibility of the remaining articles reaching 100% agreement.

3.3. Inclusion and exclusion criteria {#sec0030}
-------------------------------------

Studies were included if they i) utilized fMRI (task-based and/or resting state) and for task-based fMRI, the tasks involved were those intended to evoke an emotion response; ii) included individuals with a current, past, or persistent diagnosis of depressive disorder, or individuals with substance use/abuse/dependence (correlational studies of depressive symptoms or substance use were also included); iii) included human participants and samples with a mean age in the range of 10--29 years ([@bib0945]; [@bib0025]); and v) were published in English.

We included task-based fMRI studies that examined activation and/or connectivity. In addition, we included resting-state fMRI studies that focused on connectivity between emotion generating and processing regions (amygdala, basal ganglia, insula) and their connectivity with frontal and other cortical regions. With respect to resting state, we included only papers that used seed-based connectivity analyses or ICA studies studying subcortical network connectivity, given that results using other approaches, such as regional homogeneity, amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations, graph theory and network brain statistics are not comparable to seed-based connectivity analyses, the most common method used.

3.4. Data extraction and synthesis {#sec0035}
----------------------------------

For each study, we extracted the following information i) participant mean age and age range, ii) number of participants iii) participant sex, iv) medication status of participants, v) existing comorbidities in participants, vi) task used if applicable, vii) analysis method used and contrasts examined for task-based studies, viii) statistical correction methods used, and ix) significant findings. Significant findings of interest included i) group differences in regional brain activation for task fMRI, ii) group differences in task-dependent functional connectivity (psychophysiological interaction analyses (PPI)), iii) group differences in resting state functional connectivity, and iv) associations between neural activity and measures of depression and substance use based on correlation or regression. The number of studies that reported a specific finding were recorded for the aggregate data synthesis. A formal meta-analysis was not performed due to the heterogenous nature of the reviewed studies with respect to clinical diversity of the patient population, task paradigms and analysis approaches.

For task-based studies, the data synthesis was divided based on the contrast reported by studies; positive (positive \> negative/neutral/fixation contrasts), negative (negative \> positive/neutral/fixation contrasts) and emotion (all emotions \> shapes/fixation/rest). Emotions were aggregated into positive and negative due to the small number of studies for each specific emotion (e.g., sadness, fear, happiness and anger). A few studies ([@bib0235]; [@bib0545]; [@bib0610]; [@bib0930]) reported neutral vs baseline results, which were included with the all emotions category and did not introduce any inconsistencies. Studies using cognitive modulation paradigms were also grouped based on contrasts (e.g., attend \> reduce, reduce \> attend). Longitudinal imaging studies, if any, are identified separately in each section.

4. Results {#sec0040}
==========

4.1. Literature search {#sec0045}
----------------------

Our search yielded 826 unique peer reviewed papers in English, of which 705 assessed topics not relevant to this review. Full text review led to the exclusion of 33 studies due to participant age and the task paradigm used. After full text review, four additional studies were excluded, and 84 studies were retained for the systematic review. Eleven additional articles were identified through manual searches. Thirty-four articles emerged from the search re-run on 1st July 2019, of which three were deemed suitable for inclusion. The total number of studies included was thus 98 (Supplementary Fig. 1).

4.2. Dimensions of emotion regulation {#sec0050}
-------------------------------------

Task-based fMRI studies were classified according to a conceptual approach used previously. Based on previous approaches and interpretations, [@bib0950] posited four different dimensions of emotion regulation: affect intensity/reactivity, affective modulation, behavioral control, and cognitive modulation. Briefly, affect intensity/reactivity is the rapid response to affective stimuli before top-down regulatory mechanisms are engaged. Affect reactivity tasks involve the rapid presentation (\<2 s) of emotional cues. Affective modulation on the other hand refers to the engagement of processes involved in the assessment of emotional salience, threat and other environmental cues. In affective modulation paradigms, participants are exposed to longer emotional cues, which allows for the engagement of top-down regulatory processes. Behavioral control is the control of impulsivity in the face of emotion, and is commonly assessed by tasks that assess the effect of emotional distractors. Cognitive modulation involves a direct and deliberate engagement of said regulatory processes, and related paradigms require participants to reappraise or reinterpret a stimulus in order to alter their emotional response ([@bib0950]).

Due to the small number of identified studies that utilized affect intensity/reactivity tasks (n = 4 in depression and n = 0 in substance use), this dimension was combined with affect modulation studies, given that both dimensions tap into automatic emotion generation and processing. In spite of small numbers, studies employing behavioral control and cognitive modulation paradigms were not combined as they tap into distinct emotion regulation processes ([@bib0950]). See [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"} for number of studies in each emotion regulation dimension and resting state.Table 1Number of studies identified using the search for each dimension of emotion regulation and resting state in depressed and substance using youth.Table 1DepressionSubstance UseAffect reactivity/modulation317Cognitive modulation61Behavioral Control92Resting State2913**Total7523**

4.3. Regions implicated in emotion regulation {#sec0055}
---------------------------------------------

In order to consolidate the results from the studies, we clustered regions into six different groups, based on [@bib0950] ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}). The regions of focus fall under two broad categories, emotion generating (EG) and emotion regulating (ER); i.e. 1) amygdala (EG1), 2) insula (EG2) and 3) basal ganglia (EG3) in the former category, and 4) dorsomedial PFC (dmPFC, ER1) (including the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC) and the supplementary motor area (SMA) and Pre-SMA ;), 5) lateral PFC (lPFC, ER2) (including the dorsolateral PFC (dlPFC), ventrolateral PFC (vlPFC) and lateral orbitofrontal cortex (lOFC)), and 6) the rostral ACC/ventromedial PFC (rACC/vmPFC, ER3) (including the pregenual ACC (pgACC), subgenual ACC (sgACC), and medial OFC (mOFC), in addition to the hippocampus (HPC) and parahippocampus (paraHPC)). This grouping is based on the functions of these regions and the role they each play in emotion generation, processing and regulation. The amygdala, insula and the basal ganglia have a well-established role in emotion processing and are frequently activated during tasks involving affective reactivity ([@bib0260]; [@bib0285]). Although the basal ganglia was not included in Wilcox et al.'s review, it is included here given that the striatum and nucleus accumbens are known to have key roles in processing of positive emotion and reward ([@bib0080]; [@bib0705]).Fig. 1Regions involved in emotion generation, processing and regulation. Regions colored orange and red (EG1: amygdala, EG2: insula and EG3: basal ganglia) are regions involved in emotion generation and processing; regions depicted in blue and purple are top-down regulatory structures (ER1: dmPFC, dACC, SMA, pre-SMA, ER2: dlPFC, lOFC, vlPFC, ER3: rACC, vmPFC, sgACC, HPC). Abbreviations: EG = emotion generating, ER = emotion regulating.Brain regions: ACC = anterior cingulate cortex, AMG = amygdala, dACC = dorsal ACC, dmPFC = dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, dlPFC = dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, HPC = hippocampus, lOFC = lateral orbitofrontal cortex, mOFC = medial orbitofrontal cortex, pgACC = perigenual ACC, preSMA = presupplementary motor area, rACC = rostral ACC, SMA = supplementary motor area, sgACC = subgenual ACC, vlPFC = ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, vmPFC = ventromedial prefrontal cortex. (For interpretation of the references to colour in the Figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).Brain Images were downloaded from BioRender.Fig. 1

It is hypothesized that affect is downregulated by frontal regulatory regions, automatically by the rACC/vmPFC, and consciously or voluntarily by the lPFC in emotion-cognition interactive processing, and by the dmPFC in explicit emotional evaluation and regulation ([@bib0515]; [@bib0950]). The three structures (i.e., dmPFC, lPFC and rACC/vmPFC), play distinct functional roles in emotion processing and regulation. The dmPFC is part of the salience network and is activated in response to salient positive and negative cues. It is also involved in the emotional response during goal selection ([@bib0260]; [@bib0645]; [@bib0860]). The lPFC has been suggested to be involved in the planning and selection of goals, working memory, and voluntary regulation of emotion generating regions (i.e. amygdala and insula) ([@bib0260]; [@bib0645]; [@bib0860]), The rACC/vmPFC is posited to be involved in assigning motivational value to salient cues, emotional decision making, processing emotional conflict, and automatic or involuntary regulation of emotion generating regions (i.e. amygdala, insula) ([@bib0645]; [@bib0885]). We also chose to include the hippocampus and parahippocampus with the rACC/vmPFC group because of its role in automatic emotion regulation ([@bib0645]). For the sake of readability, in text we refer to the three groups of structures, i.e. ER1, ER2 and ER3, as dmPFC, lPFC and rACC/vmPFC respectively.

4.4. Synthesis of results {#sec0060}
-------------------------

### 4.4.1. Depression {#sec0065}

#### 4.4.1.1. Affective reactivity and affective modulation {#sec0070}

Our search yielded the largest number of studies for this dimension in youth depression; 31 ([Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}). Most studies used emotion face processing tasks except three ([@bib0790], [@bib0795]; [@bib0940]).Table 2Depression-associated aberrant activation during affective reactivity/modulation paradigms.Table 2StudyMethodological aspectsSignificant findingsNo. of subjects (females)Mean AgeAge-rangeTaskStatistical Threshold and analysis methodROI for activation analysisContrastRegionsRecruitment/connectivity in DEP vs HC[@bib0015]Anxious MDD: 15 (9 F)2718-60Matching faces on emotion or genderROI ROI: CT p \< 0.05, k \> = 44 CDT p \< 0.05 WB: CT p \< 0.05 k \> = 219 CDT p \< 0.01AMGNegativeAMGHigher[@bib0035]Total MDD = 26 (15 F) Only MDD (without anxiety) = 12 (7 F)Total MDD = 14.08, Only MDD = 14.2NRMatching faces on emotion or genderWB and ROI Greenhouse Geiser correctionAMG, OFCFearful-rated \> fearful-passiveAMGHigherFearful \> happy passiveAMGLower[@bib0120]MDD = 30 (22 F)23.4NRMatching faces on emotion or genderWB and ROI CT FWE p \< 0.05 CDT p \< 0.001AMG, HPC, ACCAngry \> baselinesgACCHigher[@bib0210]Previously depressed = 14 F20.1318-25Social evaluation taskWB and ROI CT FDR p \< 0.05 k by MC CDT p \< 0.001dACCPreviously depressed females (PD) showed an increase in dACC activity over repeated bouts of social evaluation (from first evaluation to second evaluation) whereas HC exhibited a decrease. PD subjects had significantly higher dACC activity than HC at t2. They also found that (among the PD subjects) the greater the increase in dACC activity from first to second evaluation, the lower the depressive symptoms on the day of the evaluation and at the 6-month follow up.[@bib0235]MDD = 1015.1912-17Matching faces on emotion or genderWB CT p \< 0.05 k by MCWBHappyL Front precentral cortexLowerR STGLowerR PHGLowerNeutralL LOCHigherFearL postcentral cortexHigherR STGHigherR OCHigher[@bib0305]Total sample = 4115.42NRMatching faces on emotion or genderROI and PPI CT p \< 0.05 CDT p \< 0.001AMGNegative rated \> negative passiveAMG-vlPFC (PPI)Higher[@bib0320]Total sample = 167 (0 F) (Pitt Mother & Child Project)∼20 (exact mean not reported), fMR∼20-22 (Exact range not reported)Matching faces on emotion or genderWB and ROI CT FWE p \< 0.05AMGFearL AMG - L MFG (PPI)LowerNeutralR AMG - L IFG (PPI)Higher[@bib0385]MDD = 32 (25 F)15.5412-19Cued emotional picturesWB and ROI CT (GRF) p \< 0.05 CDT Z \> 1.94AMG, rACC, sgACC, InsulaFear \> happyB AMGHigherR STG/MTGHigherHeschl\'s gyrusHigherInsulaHigherFear \> happysgACC[\*](#tblfn0005){ref-type="table-fn"}Lower[@bib0400]MDD = 19 (16 F)17.312-20Emotional of physical judgement of facesWB CT p \< 0.05 k \> 607 CDT p \< 0.005WBSadR Thalamus[\*\*](#tblfn0010){ref-type="table-fn"}HigherL PutamenHigherL AMGHigherL Ant InsulaHigherR vmPFCHigherR Fusiform gyrusHigherL postCGHigherFearR dACCHigherB ThalamusHigherR Ant InsulaHigherNeutralR preCG[\*](#tblfn0005){ref-type="table-fn"}LowerL vlPFCLower[@bib0405]MDD = 38 (28 F), scan data used for 31 (22 F)16 (for 38)13-18 (for 38)Emotional of physical judgement of facesWB and ROI for PPI CT p \< 0.05 k by MC CDT p \< 0.05WBSad \> happyB Fusiform GHigherSad \> happyR Lingual GLowerHappy \> sadB Fusiform GLowerR CerebellumLowerHappy \> sadR ThalamusHigherHappy \> sadL AMICLowerHappy \> sadAMIC - Fusiform G, AMG, MFG (PPI)Higher[@bib0425]MDD = 19 (11 F)15.813-17Matching faces on emotion or genderWB and ROI for PPI CT p \< 0.05 k by MC CDT p \< 0.05WBFear strong \> fear neutralL PrecuneusLowerL ACCLowerR preCGLowerFear strong \> fear neutralR sgACC- L Fusiform Gyrus, R Precuneus, R MFG (PPI)HigherFear strong \> fear neutralL sgACC - L Insula, Cingulate (PPI)Higher[@bib0420]MDD = 26 (19 F)16.113-17Matching faces on emotion or genderWB and PPI CT p \< 0.05 k by MCWBEmotion processingmPFCLower deactivationPCCLower deactivationmPFC - B Precuneus, Cingulate G[\*\*\*](#tblfn0015){ref-type="table-fn"}, L IPL/SMG (PPI)HigherPCC - B Precuneus, R Cingulate G, L Lentiform nucleus/subcallosal cingulate gyrus (PPI)Higher[@bib0455]rMDD = 32 (21 F)21.5318-23Matching faces on emotion or genderWB and ROI CT p \< 0.05 k \> 55 CDT p \< 0.005AMG, sgACCFaces \> animalsL SFGHigherFusiform CortexHigherSTGHigherMTGHigherSMGHigherLOCHigherAMGHigher[@bib0475]ddMDD = 29 (18 F), MDD risk = 39 (21 F)MDD = 16.0, Mood risk = 13.48-17 (for total sample)Matching faces on emotion or genderWB and ROI for PPI CT p \< 0.05 k by MC CDT p \< 0.005WBHappydlPFC - vlPFC (PPI)Lower[@bib0540]MDD = 15 (12 F)24.519-30Matching faces on emotion or genderROI CT p \< 0.05 k by MC CDT p \< 0.05AMGAll faces \> shapesAMGHigherAll faces \> shapesAMG -- sgACC and supragACC (PPI)Higher[@bib0545]Total sample = 167 (0 F) (Pitt Mother & Child Project)∼20 (exact mean not reported), fMRI∼20-22 (Exact range not reported)Matching faces on emotion or genderROI CT FWE p \< 0.05AMGNeutral \> shapesAMGHigher[@bib0590]MDD = 27 (20 F)15.712-19Matching faces on emotion or genderROI, DCM CT p \< 0.05AMG, sgACC, supragACC, Fusiform gyrus, Inferior occipital gyrusNegative emotion \> fixationL AMGHigherL HPCHigherL paraHPCHigherTemporal poleHigherNegative emotion \> fixationR AMG- R sgACC (PPI)Lower[@bib0610]MDD = 29 (19 F)ATT = 16.2, NAT = 15.9NRMatching faces on emotion or genderWB and ROI for PPI CT p \< 0.05 k by MC CDT p \< 0.05 group comparison p \< 0.008WBAngryB Primary SCHigherR ACGHigherR vmPFCHigherHappyL Primary SCLowerR ACGLowerL MFGLower[@bib0685]MDD, dysthymia and depressive disorder = 43 (22 F)14.73NRMatching faces on self or otherWB CT p \< 0.001 k by MC CDT p \< 0.001WBBilateral medial temporal clusters: Depressed youth show less medial temporal limbic activity to the happy expression versus the neutral expression during self-recognition. Depressed youth exhibited more activity for the happy vs. the neutral expression during recognition of the other face while controls did not differ in activity for the same comparison. Main effect of group: Depressed group had lower activity in the cuneus but higher activity in postcentral and precentral gyri compared to the control group for all conditions. Medicated youth showed lower activity in the right superior and inferior parietal lobule,, and in the left and right IFG and MFG in all conditions.[@bib0690]MDD = 20 (12 F)1615-18Matching faces on emotion or genderWB and ROI CT FWE p \< 0.05AMGNegative facesAMGHigherPositive facesAMGLower[@bib0715]Dysphoric (moderate to severe depression based on BDI-II score) = 9 (0 F)19.8NRCues emotional imagesROI, GCA CT FDR p \< 0.05 k \> = 3AMG, Ventral striatum and mPFCDysphoric participants showed on reliable modulation of mPFC activity by the category of images presented where the HCs did not. VS activity also did not show a reliable effect of picture content in the dysphoric group. On analysis of GC between the 3 seeds of interest, dysphoric group had weaker GC coefficients across all 6 Regions/Influence Targets. In addition, relative to the controls, dysphoric participants showed evidence of weaker modulatory influence of mPFC and VS on each other and on amygdala.[@bib0790]MDD = 31 (15 F)27.6NRPain anticipation paradigmWB and ROI for PPI CT p \< 0.05 k \> = 768 mm3 CDT p \< 0.05WBHigh vs low pain anticipationR ventral AIHigherL MFGHigherL CingulateHigherL STGHigherHigh vs low pain anticipationR dlPFCLowerR OFCLowerHigh vs low pain anticipationR Post. Thalamus - R mPFC (PPI)HigherR IFG -- Cerebellum (PPI)Higher[@bib0795]MDD = 15 (12 F)24.5NRPain anticipation paradigm and CPTWB and ROI WB: CT p \< 0.05 k by MC CDT p \< 0.05 ROI: SVC k \> = 128 ulAMGHigh vs low pain anticipationB InsulaHigherL IFGHigherB dACCHigherR dlPFCHigherL dlPFCHigherHigh vs low pain anticipationCaudateLowerB PrecuneusLowerR PCCLowerBrain stemLowerAMGLowerHigh vs low painL PHGHigherL OCHigherHigh vs low painR dlPFCLowerR rACCLowerTemporal lobeLowerPrecuneusLowerCerebellumLowerPAGLowerHigh vs low painAMGHigher[@bib0825]MDD = 19 (11 F)14.211-17Matching faces on emotion or genderWB and ROI WB: CDT p \< 0.001 (unc) ROI driven by activation for fearful \> neutral, SVC at p \< 0.05AMG, sgACC and OFCFearful \> neutralFrontal lobeHigherB Temporal lobeHigherB PutamenHigherB InsulaHigherCingulate GyrusHigherAMGHigherHPCHigherR OCHigherFearful \> neutralsgACCLower[@bib0840]MDD = 5 (5 F)12.38-16Cues emotional facesROI CT p \< 0.05 k \> = 3AMGFearful \> fixationAMGLower[@bib0870]Anxiety + Depression = 25 (21 F), MDD = 7, Dysthymia = 1015.44 for all 2512-19Emotion face processing task with constrained and unconstrained attentionWB and ROI CT FDR p \< 0.05 k \> = 10AMGNone[@bib0875]Depressive disorders and/or anxiety (DEP) = 26(22 F)15.9812-20Emotion face processing task with constrained attention and unconstrained attentionWB and ROI CT FDR p \< 0.05 k \> = 10DLPFC, amygdala, insula, thalamus, mid-cingulum, hippocampus.**Whole brain analysis:** No significant differences in activation between the groups. **ROI analysis: HPC: State\*emotion\*group\*hemisphere interaction:** post-hoc analysis showed more R HPC activation compared to L HPC activation in the DEP group (happy faces within 'how afraid are you?' and neutral faces within 'how wide is the nose?'). There was more left HPC activation for fearful \> neutral within the state question 'how happy are you?' in HCs. In the DEP group, there was more left HPC activation for happy \> neutral within the state question 'how wide is the nose?'. **Mid-cingulate: State\*emotion\*group interaction:** Post- hoc comparisons showed more deactivation in left mid cingulate compared to right mid cingulate for the HCs ('how afraid are you?'; 'how wide is the nose?', and the adolescents with internalizing disorders ('how wide is the nose?').[@bib0930]High risk (HR) group = 81 at T1, HR MDD group at T2 = 20/81 (12 F), HR MDD group at T3 = 11/61At T2 HR MDD = 22.5116-25Emotional judgement of imagesWB CT FWE p \< 0.05 CDT p \< 0.001WBPositive \> baselineThalamus[\*](#tblfn0005){ref-type="table-fn"}HigherNeutral \> baselineThalamusHigherPositive \> baselineInsulaHigherACCHigher[@bib0940]Depressive symptomatology = 30 (18 F)17.35NRWatching own/familiar mother\'s affective behaviorWB CT p \< 0.05 CDT Z \> 3.1WBown-mother positive \> restrACCLowerPositive \> neutralright LOCLowerR PutamenLower[@bib0955]MDD = 12 (5 F)15.914-17Matching faces on emotion or genderWB and ROI WB: CT p \< 0.05 k by MC ROI: CT p \< 0.05 CDT p \< 0.0027 k by MCAMGAll faces vs shapesL AMG[\*](#tblfn0005){ref-type="table-fn"}HigherL PHGHigherB ACCHigherL Cingulate GyrusHigherB CuneusLower[^1][^2][^3][^4][^5]

Depression-associated hyperactivation of emotion generating regions was consistently reported across studies ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}A). Amygdala hyperactivation was observed in response to negative stimuli in several studies (n = 8/23; the number of studies that used negative stimuli and conducted whole-brain analyses and/or used the amygdala as a region of interest, ROI); however, some studies also reported hypoactivation of the amygdala to negative stimuli (n = 2/23). While several studies noted depression-associated alterations in the reactivity of prefrontal structures to negative stimuli, the direction of this alteration was inconsistent. For instance, [@bib0385] and [@bib0610] found decreased activation of sgACC and vmPFC respectively, both of which are automatic emotion regulating structures (ER3), while for the same or neighboring regions (vmPFC and mOFC), [@bib0400] and [@bib0825] found increased activation.Fig. 2Stacked histograms illustrating the number of studies that showed depression (A,C,E) and substance use (B,D,F) associated aberrant activation of EG1 (amygdala), EG2 (insula), EG3 (basal ganglia), ER1 (dmPFC/dACC/SMA/Pre-SMA), ER2 (dlPFC/vlPFC/lOFC), ER3 (rACC/vmPFC/mOFC/hippocampus) and other regions in **A,B)** tasks of affective reactivity and modulation for positive, negative and all emotion (all-emotions) contrasts in depression (**A**) and substance use (**B**). **C, D**) behavioral control for positive and negative emotions in depression (**C**) and substance use (**D**) and **E, F**) cognitive modulation (reappraisal and acceptance) of negative affect in depression (**E**) and substance use (**F**).Fig. 2

Regarding positive emotional stimuli, most of the included studies did find depression-associated brain activation; however, in those that did, the implicated regions, and the direction of the activity (higher vs lower), were not consistent ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}A). For instance, [@bib0685] found higher amygdala activation for happy faces in depressed adolescents whereas [@bib0690] found lower amygdala activation for happy faces. For the all-emotions contrast (which includes neutral faces), studies reported depression-associated hyperactivation of the amygdala (n = 4).

Ten studies using affective reactivity/modulation paradigms conducted PPI analyses and demonstrated task dependent altered connectivity between the amygdala, insula, and emotion regulatory regions in depressed youth ([Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}). Two studies found higher depression-related connectivity between the insula and frontal regions for negative stimuli ([@bib0405]; [@bib0790]); however, there were few other consistent findings, and some opposing findings. For example, using a similar paradigm, studies found both increased ([@bib0540]) and decreased ([@bib0590]) amygdalar-connectivity to ER3 (rACC/vmPFC) regions for all faces \> baseline.Table 3PPI findings in affective reactivity/modulation paradigms.Table 3PositiveNegativeAll EmotionsHigherInsulaER1AmygdalaER2mPFCOtherInsulaER2sgACCEG2AmygdalaER3InsulaEG1sgACCOtherInsulaOther**Lower**dlPFCER2ACCEG2AmygdalaER2AmygdalaER2AmygdalaER3InsulaOtherAmygdalaOther[^6]

In summary, there were some consistent findings for affective reactivity/modulation in depression, including amygdala hyperactivity to negative emotional stimuli. Alterations in automatic regulatory prefrontal regions (ER3; rACC/vmPFC) were noted for negative and positive stimuli, but the direction of activation (hyper vs. hypo) was inconsistent.

#### 4.4.1.2. Behavioral control {#sec0075}

Our search yielded nine studies that utilized behavioral control paradigms in youth depression, two of which were not included in the aggregate data synthesis due to the methods being unsuitable for comparison ([@bib0275]; [@bib0765]) but were included in the tables for the sake of completeness ([Table 4](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"}). [@bib0275] did not analyze group differences between depressed individuals and healthy controls and instead studied interaction effects of different types of anxiety and anhedonic depression on brain activation, and [@bib0765] applied a modelling approach which could not be integrated into our data synthesis.Table 4Depression associated activation during behavioral control paradigms.Table 4StudyMethodological aspectsSignificant findingsNo. of subjects (females)Mean AgeAge-rangeTaskStatistical Threshold and analysis methodROI for activation analysisContrastRegionsRecruitment/connectivity in DEP vs HC[@bib0130]MDD = 82 (82 F)15.7213.7-17.97Affective Go/No-GoROI CT FWE p \< 0.05 CDT Z \> 2.3OFCHappy \> neutral distractorsOFCHigher[@bib0145]MDD = 18 (15 F)15.6112-17Affective Go/No-GoWB CT p \< 0.05 CDT Z \> 2.0WBSad no-go \> happy no-godlPFCLowerOccipital CortexLowerSad no-goOccipital CortexLower[@bib0150]MDD = 18 (16 F)15.4412-17Emotional distractor taskWB CT p \< 0.05 (GRF) CDT Z \> 2.0WBFearful \> neutral distractorsdACCLowerR IFG/MFGLowerL LOCLowerR LOC/SPLLowerIgnoring neutral facesdACCLowerR LOC/SPLLower[@bib0205]Maltreated youth with depression = 5 (3 F)15.511.6-18.1Emotion oddball taskWB and ROI CDT p \< 0.001, k \> = 5AMG, MFGTarget \> neutralL MFGLowerR preCGLowerSad \> neutral distractorsL sgACCHigherL IFGHigherR MTGHigherAMGHigher[@bib0275]Anhedonic depression (AD) and anxiety = 91 (51 F)19.01NREmotion word Stroop taskROI CT FWE p \< .05 k by MC CDT p = 0.03/0.04dlPFC, occipital cortex, IFG, ACC, AMGNegative-neutral contrastIncreased AD was associated with decreased R dlPFC activation at low levels of anxious arousal (AAr) but increased right dlPFC activation at high levels of AAr. Increased AD was associated with decreased right LOC activation at low levels of anxious apprehension (AAp), but with increased right LOC activation at high levels of AAp. Increased AD was also associated with decreased activation in the right IFG when combined with low AAp and high AAr. Bilateral AMG activation was correlated with both AD and AAr. AD captured unique variance in the dACC and rostral ACC.[@bib0365]MDD = 18 (12 F)26.116-59Mixed-emotions task (target/distracters), happy/neutral (HN), fearful/neutral (FN), neutral/happy (NH) and neutral/fearful (NF)ROI and WB ROI: CT p \< 0.05, SVC k \> 5, CDT p \< 0.01 WB: CT FWE p \< 0.05 k \> 30, CDT p \< 0.005AMGFNR AMGHigherHNR AMGLowerNHL AMGLowerNFdmPFCLowerL vlPFCLower[@bib0470]Total sample = 92 (53 F), 6% current MDD, 26% past MDD, 2% dysthymic19.0318-25Emotion word Stroop task (contrasted with color-word Stroop task)WB, ROI for PPI CT FWE p \< 0.05 k by MC CDT p \< 0.01WBNegative distractorsdACC\*HigherBrain stemHigherCaudateHigherL ThalamusHigherPCCHigherPHGHigherNegative \> neutral distractorsdACC - PCC (PPI)[\*](#tblfn0020){ref-type="table-fn"}Higher[@bib0765]remitted MDD = 43 (65% female)21.418-23Cold cognition: parametric Go/No-Go. Hot cognition: The facial emotion perception task (FEPT).ROI CT p \< 0.05 k by \< C CDT p \< 0.005SEN and CCN masksMain effect of group on CCN: HCs demonstrated greater activation than individuals with rMDD in the left MFG across both conditions. Two factorial models in SPM8: sadness/rejections and fear/rejections. Sadness and rejections model: During rejections, HCs demonstrated greater activation in these CCN regions than individuals with rMDD. While identifying sad faces, rMDD showed greater activation in CCN regions than HCs. Fear and rejections model: HCs showed higher activation in the bilateral IPL than rMDD. HCs had greater deactivation in the same regions compared to rMDD. Group x condition contrast in the SEN: including the SMG and MTG.[@bib0820]Total sample = 27, high anhedonic depression = 919.44NREmotion word Stroop taskROI for PPI CT p \< 0.05 k by MCdACC for PPIUnpleasant vs neutral wordsNo depression associated group differences reported[^7][^8][^9]

A few studies reported altered amygdala activation in depressed youth relative to healthy controls. Two studies found exaggerated amygdala activity to negative distractors ([@bib0205]; [@bib0365]), and one found lower activity to positive distractors ([@bib0365]). Two studies found increased depression-associated activation of ER2 regions (specifically dlPFC) in response to negatively valanced distractors ([@bib0150]; [@bib0205]); however, there were some opposing findings. For instance, [@bib0365] found hypoactivation of ER1 regions (dmPFC) in depressed youth in response to negative distractors, whereas ([@bib0470]) found hyperactivation of ER1 regions (dACC) in depressed youth to negative distractors ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}C).

#### 4.4.1.3. Cognitive modulation {#sec0080}

Our search yielded six studies that utilized cognitive modulation paradigms that required the reappraisal or acceptance of negative affect ([Table 5](#tbl0025){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}E). Amygdala activation was found to be both increased ([@bib0370]) and decreased ([@bib0620]) during emotional reappraisal in depressed youth relative to healthy controls. Emotion regulatory regions (vlPFC, dlPFC, mPFC) were found to be hyperactive during reappraisal in depressed youth in two studies ([@bib0620]; [@bib0785]), but hypoactive for acceptance (a mindfulness strategy wherein subjects are instructed to actively be aware of their emotion state but not attempt to modify their emotional response ([@bib0740]) in depressed youth relative to healthy controls. On the other hand, [@bib0525] found no group differences in brain activity during reappraisal, instead they reported a group-by-reappraisal success interaction, such that increased activity in the dmPFC and dlPFC was associated with greater reappraisal success in controls but not in depressed youth.Table 5Cognitive modulation paradigms in youth depression.Table 5StudyMethodological aspectsSignificant findingsNo. of subjectsMean AgeAge-rangeTaskStatistical Threshold and analysis methodROI for activation analysisContrastRegionsRecruitment/connectivity in DEP vs HC[@bib0370]MDD = 19 (13 F)26.816-59Cognitive reappraisal taskWB and ROI ROI: CDT p \< 0.01 k \> 10 WB: CT FWE p \< 0.05 k \> 47 CDT p \< 0.005AMGSad scenesAnt vlPFCLowerReappraise \> maintainL Lingual GyrusHigherR postCGHigherR IPLHigherAMGHigherPositive scenesdlPFCHigherSMAHigher[@bib0525]MDD = 41 (28 F)16.113-17Cognitive reappraisal taskWB, ROI and ROI for PPI CT p \< 0.05 k by 3dClustSim CDT p \< 0.01AMGReappraise \> maintainNo group differences in activation reportedGroup\*reappraisal success interaction reported in the dmPFC and dlPFC; greater activation was associated with higher reappraisal success in controls but depressed adolescentsdmPFC, dlPFC for PPIReappraisaldmPFC - Ant InsulaLower[@bib0620]MDD = 14 (6 F)15.713-17Cognitive reappraisal taskWB, ROI and ROI for PPI WB: CT p \< 0.05 k by AlphaSim ROI: CT p \< 0.05 k = 3AMGMaintain \> reappraiseR Mid OCHigherB Lingual GyrusHigherL IFGLowerR AMGHigherMaintainAMG - B insula, B ventral MFG, R superior frontal, L STG, R IFG, MTG (PPI)LowerReappraiseL MFG - sgACCHigher[@bib0655]MDD = 15 (13 F)15.215-17Cognitive reappraisal of peer rejection using the chatroom paradigmWB, ROI for PPI CT FDR p \< 0.001 k by AlphaSim CDT Z \> 2.3Frontal pole for PPIReappraise \> maintainNo group differences in activation reportedReappraise \> maintainFrontal pole - Cerebellum, fusiform gyrus, PHG, HPC, caudate, thalamus, AMG, R IPL, B MTG, B Parietal lobe, R MFG, L SFG (PPI)Higher[@bib0740]remitted MDD = 18 (14 F)24.519-55Emotion regulation task with one of two strategies: accept and reappraiseWB and ROI CT p \< 0.05 k by MC CDT p \< 0.005AMG, Frontal PoleAccept \> viewR Frontal PoleLowerAccept \> reappraiseR PCGLowerR MFG[@bib0785]MDD = 53 (31 F)19.7215-25Cognitive reappraisal taskWB and ROI ROI: CT FWE-SVC p \< 0.05 WB: CDT p \< 0.001, k \> 10AMGreappraise \> lookmPFCHigherlPFCHighervmPFCHigherFusiformHigherParaHPCHigherCerebellumHigherpreSMALowerLook \> reappraiseAMGLower[^10][^11]

PPI analyses revealed altered connectivity between the amygdala and cortical regions ([@bib0620]; [@bib0655]), and between the dmPFC and the anterior insula during reappraisal ([@bib0525]), in depressed compared to healthy youth. Specifically, [@bib0620] reported decreased functional connectivity between the amygdala and several ER regions (vlPFC, dlPFC) while depressed youth maintained negative emotion, and increased connectivity between the amygdala and the dlPFC and sgACC while depressed youth attempted to reappraise negative affect ([@bib0620]). Studies also showed altered connectivity between other regions during reappraisal, specifically between the frontal pole and several regions, including the amygdala, caudate, dlPFC, and HPC ([@bib0655]).

In summary, there were few consistent findings for behavioral control/cognitive modulation in depression; the only discernable pattern was increased emotion regulatory structure activation during control/modulation of negative emotional stimuli.

#### 4.4.1.4. Resting state functional connectivity {#sec0085}

Of the 26 rsFC studies included in this review, 19 used the amygdala as a seed region. Other brain structures that were frequently used as seeds include cingulate regions (sgACC, pgACC, dACC, PCC), basal ganglia (Striatum, NAcc) and dmPFC ([Table 6](#tbl0030){ref-type="table"}; [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}).Table 6Depression-associated aberrant resting state functional connectivity.Table 6StudyMethodological aspectsSignificant findingsNo. of subjects (females)Mean AgeAge-rangeStatistical Threshold and analysis methodSeeds for connectivity analysisSeedTargetConnectivity in DEP vs HC[@bib0015]MDD = 15 (9 F)2718-60Seed to voxel CT p \< 0.01 k by 3dclustsim CDT p \< 0.05AMGL AMGCerebellumLowerL AMGLingual gyrusLowerL AMGMiddle occipital gyrusLowerR AMGInferior, middle and orbital FCLower[@bib0020]MDD = 15 (11 F)2918-60Seed to AMG, PST, DMTHAL CT?pgACCpgACCB DMTHALLowerpgACCL PSTLower[@bib0030]Total Sample (LAMS youth) = 42 (18 F), (MDD = 12)14.329.9-17.7Seed to mask P \< 0.005 CDT, P \< 0.05 CT with AlphaSimAMG to mask including, striatum, PFC, mPFC, OFC, vlPFC, dACC, insulaAMGR posterior insula^1^Lower[@bib0415])MDD = 10 (7 F) (from non MDD at T1, 10 converted (CTV))11.58-14Seed to voxel CT FDR p \<?, Bonferroni corrected CDT p \< 0.001DMN (mean of dmPFC, PCC), dlPFC, sgACC, AMGNo group differences between CTV and HC reported[@bib0060]Comm. Sample (Wisconsin Study of Families and Work) = 57 (28 F)18.4412-17Seed to voxel CT p \< 0.05, k by 3dClustStim and 3dFWHMx, CDT NRAMGAMGvmPFC^2^Higher[@bib0080]Total sample = 129, MDD = 1416.46 for rs-MRI, 18.7 for first onset MDDNRSeed to voxel FWE corrected (GRF), CDT p \< 0.001AMG, NAcc, VSAMGWhole AMG and CM AMG - temporal and insular cortex connectivity at age 16 mediated the relationship between maternal aggression and MDD onset at age 19[@bib0075]MDD = 48 (29 F)16.112-19Seed to voxel CT p \< 0.025 k by MC, CDP p \< 0.05AMGR AMGB dlPFCLowerR AMGB vlPFCLowerR AMGB vmPFCLowerL AMGL dlPFCLowerL AMGL vmPFCLowerGreater baseline positive connectivity between the right AMG and the orbital MFG was associated with higher CDRS score at follow up.[@bib0170]MDD = 12 (9 F)16.512-19Seed to voxel GRF, Z \> 2.3 CT p \< 0.05sgACC, AMG, supragACCsgACCsupragACCLowersgACCR mFCLowersgACCL sFCLowersgACCL iFCLowersgACCL STCLowersgACCInsulaLower[@bib0175]MDD = 41 (32 F)15.712-19Seed to voxel GRF, Z \> 2.3 CT p \< 0.05AMGAMGL HPCLowerAMGparaHPCLowerAMGOFCLowerAMGTemporal poleLowerAMGB PrecuneusHigher[@bib0185]Total sample = 56(25 F), MDD = 8(4 F)16.5 at T3 and 18.8 at T4T3: 15-17, T4: 18-20Seed to voxel and mask of sgACC CT FWE p \< 0.05 k by MCAMGAMGsgACC^3^HigherAMGL OFC^4^HigherAMGB PrecuneusHigher[@bib0230]MDD = 14 (11 F)16.6812-19Seed to voxel CT FWE p \< 0.05 k = 41 CDT p \< 0.001dACC, sgACC, NAcc, pgACCNo group differences reported[@bib0295]Converted MDD (CTV) - 20 F, did not develop depression (RES) - 20 F18.9NRSeed to voxel CT FDR p \< 0.05 (GRF) CDT p \< 0.001AMG, Ant Insula, dlPFCR Ant InsulaDMTHALHigher (CTV \> HC)R Ant InsulaLower STGHigher (CTV \> HC)[@bib0315]MDD = 21 (12 F)17.112-19Seed to voxel GRF, Z \> 2.3 CT p \< 0.008NAcc, Caudate, PutamenCaudatesgACCHigherCaudatepgACCHigherCaudateSTLLowerCaudatePCGLowerPutamenPCGHigherPutamenIFGHigherNAccMTGLower[@bib0325]MDD = 26 (19 F)15.613-17Seed to PFC mask CT p \< 0.05 with AlphaSim k \> 48 CDT p \> 0.05HPCHPCB vPFCLowerHPCB dlPFCLower[@bib0440]remitted MDD (rMDD) = 34 (25 F), active MDD (aMDD) = 17 (11 F)rMDD = 21.06, aMDD = 22.3518-25Seed to voxel CT p \< 0.05 k by MC CDT p \< 0.001PCC, AMG, sgACCL PCCR MFGHigher (All MDD (positive connectivity) \> HC (negative connectivity)AMGR Ant Insula/CaudateHigher (All MDD (positive connectivity) \> HC (negative connectivity)[@bib0445]Community longitudinal sample of 157 and cross-sectional sample of 89NR10-22, 20-25Seed to voxel CT p \< 0.05 k by MC CDT p \< 0.001vmPFC, BL and CM AMGHigher functional connectivity in CM amygdala-rACC was associated with increased anxiety and depression in adulthood, but not in childhood.[@bib0460]rMDD = 32 (22 F)21.4818-23Seed to voxel CT NR k by MC CDT p \< 0.001AMG, Ant Insula, sgACCNo group differences reported[@bib0490]MDD = 22 (8 F)13.913-18Seed to voxel CT FWE p \< 0.05 k by MC CDT p \< 0.001AMG, PCCAMGR subcallosalLowerAMGR PHGLowerAMGR OFC^1^LowerPCCL preCGHigherPCCL InsulaHigherPCCL Parietal Lobule^1^Higher[@bib0510]MDD = 23 (14 F)15.413-18Seed to voxel CT p \< 0.05 CDT p \< 0.001 FDR corrected results reportedAMG, dACC, sgACC, ant Insula, post Insula, middle Insula, HPCR AMGR SFGLowerR HPCR InsulaLowerR HPCR MFGLowerL mid InsulaB MFGHigherL mid InsulaR SFGHigherL post InsulaR Frontal PoleHigherR dACCL InsulaHigher[@bib0615]MDD = 26 (23 F)15.412-21Seed to voxel CT p \< 0.05 CDT Z \> 2.3AMG, dACC, PCCL AMGR MFGHigherL AMGR IFGHigherL AMGR preCGHigherL AMGR postCGHigherR AMGL Frontal poleDecreased negativeR AMGR pgACCDecreased negativeR AMGR PCGDecreased negativeR AMGR SFGDecreased negativeR AMGL Angular GyrusDecreased negativeR AMGL LOCDecreased negativeR AMGL SMGDecreased negativedACCR MFGLowerdACCR Frontal PoleLowerdACCR IFGLower[@bib0705]Depressive symptomatology (high risk group) = 17 (13 F)16.5913-18Seed to voxel CT FWE p \< 0.05 CDT Z \> 2.3 Bonferroni correction reported p \< 0.016AMG, dmPFC, pgACCAMGpgACCLowerL AMGPrecuneusLowerL AMGPCCLowerR AMGHPCLowerpgACCThalamusLowerpgACCPallidumLowerpgACCPutamenLowerR dmPFCPrecuneusLowerR dmPFCLOCLower[@bib0710]Depressive symptomatology = 44 (34 F)18.0913-21Seed to voxel CT FWE p \< 0.05 CDT Z \> 2.3 Bonferroni correction reported p \< 0.016NAcc, dmPFC, pgACCR dmPFCFrontal poleHigherR dmPFCACC/paracingulateHigherL dmPFCpostCGHigherL NAccPrecuneusHigherpgACCThalamusHigherpgACCPutamenHigherpgACCCaudateHigherpgACCPlanum temporaleHigherpgACCSTGHigherR dmPFCITG/MTGLowerR dmPFCLOCLowerpgACCSFG/MFGLowerpgACCpostCGLower[@bib0720]Developed depressive symptoms in the future post-scan = 18 (10 F)13.5112-16Seed to voxel 2 levels of correction with MC: CT p \< 0.05, p \< 0.01 CDT Z \> 2.25, Z \> 3.00AMGR AMGL IFGLowerR AMGL SMGLowerR AMGR midcingulateLowerL AMGL cerebellar vermisLower[@bib0730]MDD = 41 (26 F)26.0118-35Seed to voxel CT p \< 0.05 k \> = 317 CDT p \< 0.001sgACCR sgACCpgACCLowerR sgACCdACCLower[@bib0800]T1 total sample = 72 (33 F), T2 total sample = 56 (26 F)T1 = 16.47, T2 = 18.75NRSeed to voxel CT FWE p \< 0.05 k by MC CDT p \< 0.01sgACCsgACCPCC^5^Lower at T1sgACCR dPFCLower at T1sgACCR Angular GyrusLower at T1sgACCdmPFC^6^Lower at T2sgACCvmPFCLower at T2Change in connectivity between the sgACC and the PCC, R angular gyrus, dmPFC and vmPFC from T1 to T2 was negatively correlated to depressive scores at T2[@bib0965]MDD = 32 (18 F)20.5318-24Seed to voxel CT FWE p \< 0.05 k \> = 50 CDT p \< 0.001AMGL AMGL OFCHigher negative[^12][^13][^14][^15][^16][^17][^18][^19][^20]Fig. 3Aberrant resting state functional connectivity. Histograms illustrating the number of studies that showed depression (A) and substance use (B) associated aberrant resting state functional connectivity between seed regions and EG1 (amygdala), EG2 (insula), EG3 (basal ganglia), ER1 (dmPFC/dACC/SMA/Pre-SMA), ER2 (dlPFC/vlPFC/lOFC), ER3 (rACC/vmPFC/mOFC/hippocampus) and other regions. Orange bars represent higher connectivity and blue bars represent lower connectivity. Gray bars represent null findings for each seed region. (For interpretation of the references to colour in the Figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).Fig. 3Fig. 4Aberrant resting state functional connectivity. Chord diagrams depicting the number of instances reported for depression (A) and substance use (B) associated aberrant resting state functional connectivity between seed regions and EG1 (amygdala), EG2 (insula), EG3 (basal ganglia), ER1 (dmPFC/dACC/SMA/Pre-SMA), ER2 (dlPFC/vlPFC/lOFC), ER3 (rACC/vmPFC/mOFC/hippocampus) and other regions in A) depression and B substance use (multiple findings of increased or reduced seed-group rsFC within the same study were counted as separate instances). Regions in blue depict seed regions and regions in orange represent target groups. Blue chords represent decreased connectivity; red chords represented increased connectivity. (For interpretation of the references to colour in the Figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).Brain regions: ACC = anterior cingulate cortex, dACC = dorsal ACC, dlPFC = dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, dmPFC = dorsomedial PFC, HPC = hippocampus, mOFC = medial orbitofrontal cortex, NAcc = nucleus accumbens, PCC = posterior cingulate cortex, pgACC = perigenual ACC, sgACC = subgenual ACC.Fig. 4

Most studies that used the amygdala as a seed region reported altered amygdala-seeded functional connectivity in depressed youth ([Figs. 3, 4](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}). The most consistent finding was lower functional connectivity between the amygdala and prefrontal structures, largely in the ER2 (lPFC) and ER3 (rACC/vmPFC) regions in depressed youth (n = 14); however, there were also a number of inconsistent findings. For example, five studies found increased connectivity between the amygdala and ER2/ER3 (lPFC/rACC/vmPFC) structures in depression, and four studies reported no group differences. There were also several instances of opposing findings. For example, [@bib0615] found increased rsFC (lower negative coupling) between the amygdala and the pgACC in depressed youth, whereas [@bib0705] found reduced rsFC between the same two regions. Studies also found altered cortico-subcortical connectivity using other seeds ([@bib0020]; [@bib0170]; [@bib0295]; [@bib0315]; [@bib0705], 2018); however, there appears to be very little agreement on implicated regions and the direction of alteration between studies when seeds other than the amygdala were used.

##### 4.4.1.4.1. Longitudinal studies {#sec0090}

Three studies were identified that investigated changes in functional connectivity over time in relation to depression. Methods used were contrasting, and seed-based connectivity analyses did not result in consistent findings across studies. Studies reported: 1) significant increase in amygdala--sgACC connectivity from mid- to late-adolescence in participants who developed MDD, relative to those who did not ([@bib0185]), 2) increased functional connectivity in centromedial amygdala-rACC was found to be associated with increased depression in adulthood, but not in childhood ([@bib0445]), and 3) decreased sgACC connectivity with dmPFC, PCC, angular gyrus, and middle temporal gyrus from mid- to late-adolescence associated with higher depressive symptoms during late adolescence ([@bib0800]).

In summary, several studies reported lower functional connectivity between the amygdala and top-down regulatory prefrontal (ER2 and ER3; lPFC/rACC/vmPFC) and other regions to be associated with depression. Some studies used other seeds, but these revealed no discernable patterns.

### 4.4.2. Substance Use/Abuse/Dependence {#sec0095}

#### 4.4.2.1. Affective reactivity and affective modulation {#sec0100}

For this dimension, our search yielded eight studies ([Table 7](#tbl0035){ref-type="table"}). Studies found altered substance use-associated activation of both emotion generating/processing and emotion regulating regions; however, there was little consistency in regions implicated and direction of results ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}B). The only consistent finding was higher activation of the lPFC (ER2) in response to positive cues (found in two studies: [@bib0395]; [@bib0725]) in substance using youth. There were some opposing findings, such as higher and lower substance use-associated activation of the amygdala ([@bib0375]; [@bib0395]; [@bib0755]) ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}B).Table 7Affective reactivity and modulation paradigms in youth substance use.Table 7StudyMethodological aspectsSignificant findingsNo. of subjects (females)Mean AgeAge-rangeTaskStatistical Threshold and analysis methodROI for activation analysisContrastRegionsRecruitment/connectivity in SU vs HC[@bib0180]Social drinkers = 38 (13 F)25.1921-35Passive odor responseROI CT FDR p \< 0.05 CDT p \< 0.001mPFCCraving inducing cuesNegative urgency traits were predictive of increased activation in the bilateral vmPFC in response to alcoholic odors vs sham odor and of subjective craving for alcohol.[@bib0375]Heavy cannabis smokers = 15 (1 F)25NRMasked facial affect paradigm (gender discrimination at the end of the image presentation)WB and ROI WB: CT p \< 0.05 k \> = 20 CDT p \< 0.005 ROI: CT p \< 0.05 k \> = 20AMG, Cingulate gyrusMasked angry facesMidanterior cingulateLowerPost cingulate[\*](#tblfn0025){ref-type="table-fn"}HigherAMGLowerMasked happy facesMid cingulateHigherPost cingulateHigherAmygdalaLowerMasked angry facesL limbic lobe, cingulate gyrusLowerPrecuneus, R parietal lobeLowerL parietal lobe, SPLLowerR posterior lobe, cerebellar tonsilHigherR temporal lobe, MTGHigherR frontal lobe, IFGHigherL temporal lobe, sub-gyralHigherR parietal lobe, precuneusHigherR frontal lobe, paracentral lobuleHigherR frontal lobe, SFGHigherMasked happy facesL temporal lobe, STGLowerL sublobar, extra-nuclearLowerR posterior lobe, cerebellar tonsilHigher[@bib0395]Heavy cannabis users: 20 (8 F)19.8417-22Emotion arousal word taskWB and ROI WB: CT p \< 0.05 k by AlphaSim CDT p \< 0.005 ROI: CT p \< 0.05AMGNegative \> neutralcaudal dlPFCLowerR MTGLowerR cuneus/lingualLowerR STG/insulaLowerAMGLowerPositive \> neutralR IPLLowerR dlPFCLowerAMGLower[@bib0600]Total sample = 759 (426 F), AUD = 86 (35 F)Total sample = 19.65, AUD = 19.9418-22Emotion processing & feedback-based number guessing taskROI CT p \< 0.05AMG (emotion task), VS (monetary reward task)Greater mismatch between VS and amygdala reactivity predicted greater risk for problem drinking[@bib0725]Low level alcohol response (LR) = 57 (50.9%F), high level alcohol response (HR) = 57 (54.4%F)Baseline/follow up, LR = 19.8/24.9, HR = 19.9/25.218-25Matching faces on emotion or genderROI CT p \< 0.05 k by MCInsular cortex, mPFC, AMGHappyR MFG[\*\*](#tblfn0030){ref-type="table-fn"}HigherL Ant Insula[\*\*](#tblfn0030){ref-type="table-fn"}HigherB middle Insula[\*\*](#tblfn0030){ref-type="table-fn"}HigherAngryR MFG[\*\*](#tblfn0030){ref-type="table-fn"}Higher[@bib0755]Cannabis experimenting adolescents = 70 (20 F)14.76NREmotion face processing taskROIs defined for clusters that survived angry \> neutral contrast CT p \< 0.01 k by MC CDT p \< 0.005MTG, IFG, ACC, Cerebellum, R Lingual gyrus, AMGAngry \> neutralB AMGHigherR MTGLowerB IFG[@bib0980]Cannabis dependent = 19 (2 F)23.7918-35Cued emotional picturesWB and ROI for PPI WB: CT FWE p \< 0.05 PPI: CT FWE-SVC p \< 0.05WBNegative \> neutralOFCHigherR mOFC - L AMG, L dorsal striatum (PPI)HigherResting stateCannabis users showed increased rsFC between the right mOFC and the left dorsal striatum.[^21][^22][^23][^24]

Two studies ([@bib0180]; [@bib0600]) did not perform standard task activation analysis in substance using youth. [@bib0600] demonstrated that a greater mismatch between ventral striatum and amygdala reactivity was predictive of problem drinking. [@bib0180] found that negative urgency (the tendency to act rashly when distressed) predicted increased activation in the vmPFC in response to alcoholic odors in individuals who had indulged in at least one binge in the last month.

#### 4.4.2.2. Behavioral control {#sec0105}

Our search yielded two studies that utilized behavioral control paradigms in substance using youth ([Table 8](#tbl0040){ref-type="table"}; [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}D). [@bib0010] used an affective Stroop task and found that Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT) scores correlated with amygdala activation for positive \> negative and positive \> neutral contrasts. [@bib0010] also reported a negative correlation between AUDIT scores and activation in the dlPFC, dmPFC, PCC, precuneus, and ACC for incongruent \> congruent trials and a positive correlation between Cannabis Use Disorders Identification Test (CUDIT) scores and activation in the PCC, precuneus, and inferior parietal lobule ([@bib0010]). In addition, the study reported amygdala hyper-responsiveness to negative stimuli in participants with high AUDIT scores (when CUDIT scores were also high). [@bib0140] utilized an emotional Go/No-Go task and found that high recent binge drinking was correlated with decreased activity in ER1/ER2 regions (dlPFC, dmPFC) during negative vs neutral inhibitory trials.Table 8Behavioral control paradigms in youth substance use.Table 8StudyMethodological aspectsSignificant findingsNo. of subjects (females)Mean AgeAge-rangeTaskStatistical Threshold and analysis methodROI for activation analysisContrastRegionsRecruitment/connectivity in SU vs HC[@bib0010]AUD = 21 (9 F), CUD = 29 (7 F)AUD = 16.5, CUD = 16.214-18Affective Stroop taskWB and ROI WB: CT FWE k by 3dClustSim p \< 0.001 ROI: CDT p \< 0.02AMGPositive \> negativeAMG[\*](#tblfn0035){ref-type="table-fn"}HigherPositive \> neutralAMGHigherIncongruent \> congruentB dlPFC[\*\*](#tblfn0040){ref-type="table-fn"}LowerB precuneus/PCCLowerR MFGLowerR PCCLowerR IPLLowerR IPLLowerR MTGLowerL PHGLowerIncongruent \> congruentR PCC[\*\*\*](#tblfn0045){ref-type="table-fn"}HigherB PrecuneusHigherR IPLHigherR MTGHigherL CerebellumHigherL CulmenHigher[@bib0140]Binge drinkers = 23(16 F)18.818-20Affective Go/No-goROI CT FWE p \< 0.05 CDT Z \> 2.3PFC, NAcc, AMGNegative \> neutraldlPFC[\*\*\*\*](#tblfn0050){ref-type="table-fn"}LowerdmPFCLowerACCLower[^25][^26][^27][^28][^29][^30]

#### 4.4.2.3. Cognitive modulation {#sec0110}

Our search yielded one study for this dimension ([Table 9](#tbl0045){ref-type="table"}; [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}F). [@bib0975] found that reappraisal success was lower and amygdala (EG1) activity during reappraisal was higher in cannabis users. They also found higher activity in the precentral gyrus, superior frontal gyrus (SFG), and SMA during the reappraisal of negative emotions. In addition, this study demonstrated lower connectivity between the amygdala and the dlPFC during cognitive reappraisal in cannabis users compared to non-users.Table 9Cognitive modulation paradigms in youth substance use.Table 9StudyMethodological aspectsSignificant findingsNo. of subjects (females)Mean AgeAge-rangeTaskStatistical Threshold and analysis methodROI for activation analysisContrastRegionsRecruitment/connectivity in SU vs HC[@bib0975]Cannabis users = 23 (0 F)21.2418-40Cognitive reappraisal taskWB, ROI and ROI for PPI CT FWE p \< 0.05 CDT T = 3.09AMGReappraise \> maintainB preCGHigherR SFGHigherL mid-cingulate/SMAHigherAMGHigherL AMG - L dlPFC (PPI)Lower[^31][^32]

In summary, the number of studies in substance use disorders were relatively few, and no consistent patterns emerged for affective reactivity/modulation paradigms. However, lower activity of prefrontal structures in behavioral control studies of substance use is inconsistent with depression, while increased activity of prefrontal structures in studies of cognitive modulation in substance use is consistent with studies on depression.

#### 4.4.2.4. Resting state functional connectivity {#sec0115}

Our search yielded 13 resting-state studies in substance using youth. Altered cortico-subcortical connectivity was reported frequently by studies on substance using youth ([Table 10](#tbl0050){ref-type="table"}; [Fig. 3, 4](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}). Several studies reported lower rsFC between the amygdala and the mOFC (ER3) in substance users ([@bib0165]; [@bib0625], [@bib0630]) vs non-users. Altered cortico-subcortical connectivity in substance users was also shown with caudate, NAcc, mOFC, and ACC seeds ([@bib0430]; [@bib0670]; [@bib0960]; [@bib0980]); however, there were some inconsistencies. For example, [@bib0535] found no group differences in NAcc connectivity. In addition, [@bib0925] showed that stronger cortico-subcortex connectivity was associated with earlier onset of substance use. These findings were replicated using an ICA approach. [@bib0520] showed that decreased negative coupling between the cortical and subcortical systems was associated with earlier onset of substance use; however this finding was not included in our quantitative analysis because ICA methods are not directly comparable to seed based methods.Table 10Aberrant resting state functional connectivity in youth substance use.Table 10StudyMethodological aspectsSignificant findingsNo. of subjects (females)Mean AgeAge-rangeStatistical Threshold and analysis methodSeeds for connectivity analysisSeedTargetConnectivity in SU vs HC[@bib0085]T1 (imaging): SUD = 18 (8 F) (5 weeks abstinent), T2 (imaging): 12 SUD (5 F) (13 weeks abstinent), T3 follow up at 6 months to record relapse (12 abstainers, 6 Relapsers)22.0518-25Seed to voxel CT FWE p \< 0.025 k by MC CDT p \< 0.005NAcc, sgACCNo group differences in rsFC reported at T1 between SUD and HCNAccPCCHigher (Relapsers \> HC)sgACCFPCNAccFPCGreater reduction from T1 to T2 (Relapsers \> HC)NAccPCCsgACCFPC[@bib0165]Binge drinkers = 39 (10 F)25.921-34Seed to voxel and PFC mask Mask: CT FWE p \< 0.05 WB: CT p \< 0.05 k by MC CDT p \< 0.001AMGR AMGOFCLower[@bib0430]Smokers = 11 (?F)23.718-39Seed to voxel CT p \< 0.05CDT p \< 0.001DMN, ACCR AMGACCHigher (abstinent smokers \> nonsmokers)DMNCaudatePutamenMiddle frontal areapreCGMFG([@bib0520])Total sample = 37 (18 F)14.713-17group ICALimbic network and R FPNMore negative coupling between the Limbic network and R FPN was predictive of later age of onset of substance use and higher self-control. The group that never used substances showed greater anticorrelation between the two networks.[@bib0535]Cannabis abuse = 30 (8 F) (HCP data)29.1718-34Seed to voxel and basal ganglia nuclei CDT p \< 0.005Dorsal midbrain, lateral thalamus, ventral striatum, brain stemNo group differences in rsFC reported[@bib0625]Comm sample = 173 (86 F)15.8512.05-25.95Seed to voxel and OFC mask CT p \< 0.05 CDT Z \> 2.3AMGAMGTestosterone influenced alcohol use through amygdala-OFC connectivity, for recent (bilateral AMG-OFC connectivity) and lifetime ((right AMG-OFC connectivity) alcohol use for boys. No mediation effects were found in girls.[@bib0630]Sample at T1 = 193, T2 = 244T1 = 14.06, T2 = 15.90T1 = 8-25, T2 = 10-27 (alcohol consumption data only available for 12 and up)Seed to voxel and OFC mask CT p \< 0.05 CDT Z \> 2.3AMGAMGSignificant effect of AMG-OFC connectivity at T1 on alcohol consumption two years later; less positive connectivity at T1 was associated with increased alcohol consumption at T2.[@bib0670]SUD = 15 (5 F)25.625-27Seed to OFC, amygdala, hippocampus, NAcc, and midbrain/VTA CT FWE-SVC p \< 0.05NAccL NAccL OFCLowerL AMGLowerL PHGLowerR NAccB PHGLower[@bib0810]MJ using = 43 (3 F)1814-20Seed to voxel Within group CT FDR p \< 0.05 k \> 100 Between group: CDT p \< 0.005, k \> 20OFCOFCNo group differences in OFC seeded rsFC between MJ using and HC reported[@bib0900]Smokers = 24 (0 F)20.818-24Seed to voxel CT FWE p \< 0.005 k by MC CDT p \< 0.005ThalamusL ThalamusB CaudateLowerR ACCLowerR dlPFCLowerR ThalamusB InsulaLowerR dlPFCLower[@bib0920]Smokers = 21 (1 F)26.3818-40Seed to voxel CT FDR p \< 0.05Ant insula, dACC, thalamusdACCThalamus[\*](#tblfn0055){ref-type="table-fn"}Higher[@bib0925]Total sample = 69 (40 F), 40 participants had tried any substance in the last 7 years16.2610-16Seed to voxel CT p \< 0.01 k by MC CDT p \< 0.001NAcc, AMG, dlPFCR dlPFCR mPFC[\*\*](#tblfn0060){ref-type="table-fn"}HigherR dlPFCvmPFC[\*\*](#tblfn0060){ref-type="table-fn"}HigherR dlPFCR dmPFC[\*\*](#tblfn0060){ref-type="table-fn"}HigherR dlPFCL dlPFC[\*\*](#tblfn0060){ref-type="table-fn"}HigherR dlPFCR Lingual gyrus[\*\*](#tblfn0060){ref-type="table-fn"}HigherR dlPFCL vlPFC[\*\*](#tblfn0060){ref-type="table-fn"}HigherL dlPFCR ACC[\*\*](#tblfn0060){ref-type="table-fn"}HigherNAccR preSMA/dlPFC[\*\*](#tblfn0060){ref-type="table-fn"}HigherNAccR IPL[\*\*](#tblfn0060){ref-type="table-fn"}HigherNAccR dmPFC[\*\*](#tblfn0060){ref-type="table-fn"}HigherNAccR dlPFC[\*\*](#tblfn0060){ref-type="table-fn"}HigherNAccR MTG[\*\*](#tblfn0060){ref-type="table-fn"}Higher[@bib0960]Smokers = 60 (7 F)2016-24Seed to voxel CT FWE p \< 0.0083 (0.05/6)Caudate, putamen, and NAccL CaudateB ACCLowerB ThalamusLowerR MFGLowerR CaudateB ACCLowerB IFGLowerB ThalamusLowerB Angular GyrusLowerR MFGLowerR HPCLower[^33][^34][^35][^36]

In summary, there was marked variability in seed regions used by substance use/SUD studies. The only discernible pattern was lower connectivity of the amygdala to the OFC.

5. Discussion {#sec0120}
=============

In the context of affect dysregulation, "dual systems" or "mismatch" models have been implicated in the development of both depression ([@bib0595]) and substance use ([@bib0110]) in youth. The aim of this review was to explore the extant literature to examine and compare the underlying neural circuitry of emotion regulation in depressed and substance using youth, using both task-based, and rsFC studies focusing on emotion processing and regulation circuitry. The goal was thus to make inferences about the validity of the dual systems model for depression and substance use/abuse/dependence based on the existing literature, and subsequently identify and discuss the relevant themes, and future directions. Task-based studies were considered consistent with the model if they reported subcortical hyperactivation and/or hypoactivation/hyperactivation of regulatory regions during emotion processing/regulation. Regarding positive stimuli, task-based studies were considered consistent with the model if they reported striatal hyperactivation in substance use and striatal hypoactivation in depression. Regarding resting state, lower-cortico-subcortical connectivity was considered consistent with the model. Decreased rsFC would correspond to decreased functional integration between cortical and subcortical structures and therefore reflect dysfunction in the emotion regulation circuitry. Due to a dearth of studies, especially for substance use, the variation in methods and analysis techniques used, and a general lack of concurrence between studies, for both depression and substance use/SUD, it was challenging to identify their common and distinct neural correlates. Although findings were largely inconsistent, a few patterns emerged.

5.1. Affective reactivity/affective modulation {#sec0125}
----------------------------------------------

Aberrant activation of emotion generating regions during affect processing has been implicated in depressed adults in several studies ([@bib0555]; [@bib0805]). Specifically, the amygdala has been shown to be hyperactive in adults with MDD in tasks of affective modulation, primarily in response to negative stimuli ([@bib0250]; [@bib0695]; [@bib0735]). In contrast, studies on adults with substance use disorders have had contradictory findings, with some studies finding no group differences in amygdala activation in substance-users and non-users, and other studies reporting hypoactivation or hyperactivation of the amygdala during tasks of affective reactivity and modulation (e.g., [@bib0450]; [@bib0915]; for review see [@bib0950]).

Approximately half (n = 15/26) of the reviewed studies that investigated amygdala activity (whole-brain or ROI) in depressed youth found altered activity in this region. There was some consistency in the direction of findings; eight studies found heightened amygdala activation to negative stimuli. Although two studies found lower amygdala activation in response to negative stimuli ([@bib0035]; [@bib0840]), it is possible that these findings could in part be explained by study samples and methodology. For example, one study ([@bib0840]) that found decreased amygdala activity to negative stimuli in depressed adolescents had a sample size of only five MDD subjects. The two studies in substance using youth that reported amygdala activation abnormalities for negative stimuli had contradictory findings; increased amygdala activation in substance using adolescents ([@bib0755]) and decreased amygdala activation in substance using emerging adults ([@bib0395]) to negative faces. The difference in age between the two samples could be a possible explanation for this discrepancy. Of note, altered amygdala activation in response to positive stimuli was rarely reported in depressed and substance using youth.

It is important to note that of the depression studies that reported significant amygdala effects (n = 15), most (n = 13) used a ROI approach in their analysis, which entails less stringent correction methods than whole brain analyses. Of the 21 studies of youth depression that utilized affective reactivity/modulation paradigms and conducted whole-brain analyses, only two (∼10%) reported aberrant amygdala activation during emotion processing ([@bib0400]; [@bib0685]). Similarly, the three studies that found altered amygdala activation in response to emotional (positive; [@bib0375] or negative; [@bib0755]; [@bib0395]) stimuli in substance use also used an ROI based approach. Interestingly, a meta-analysis of fMRI studies in youth depression did not find altered amygdala reactivity during affective processing ([@bib0570]). The fact that whole brain analyses often did not reveal altered amygdala activity raises questions about the robustness of significant amygdala findings; however, it is also suggested that the current methods of correction in whole-brain analyses may be too stringent to accurately determine small group differences in neural activation ([@bib0530]; [@bib0665]), which indicates that case-control differences in amygdala activation are likely minor.

Regarding the recruitment of prefrontal regions, in a review of emotion processing and regulation tasks in depressed adults, [@bib0695] concluded that there is increased recruitment of prefrontal regions during automatic emotion regulation (i.e. affective reactivity/modulation). In contrast, a review by [@bib0950] on studies of adults with substance use disorders concluded that there is dampened activity of regulatory structures while processing negative affect. Our review of the published literature found that although more studies reported increased activation of prefrontal regulatory structures relative to decreased in depressed youth, the direction of activation for prefrontal structures was divergent across contrasts, with no conspicuous pattern. Importantly, in contrast to amygdala activation, most studies that found altered prefrontal activation (n = 15 across contrasts) did so with whole-brain analyses. In the reviewed studies on substance using youth, decreased activation in response to negative stimuli ([@bib0395]; [@bib0755]), and increased activation in response to positive stimuli ([@bib0395]; [@bib0725]) of ER2 (lPFC) regions was reported by two studies (n = 2/5).

Of note, the reviewed literature indicates that alterations in activation primarily exists in the ER2 (lPFC) and ER3 (rACC/vmPFC) groups in response to positive and negative stimuli in both depression and substance use. This is somewhat consistent with other literature. For example, a recent meta-analysis on youth depression reported dlPFC (i.e., ER2) hyperactivation in response to negative stimuli ([@bib0570]). Interestingly, our review of the literature demonstrated very little evidence for aberrant activation of ER1 (dmPFC/dACC) regions in depression and substance use. ER1 regions have been shown to be involved in the deciphering of emotional salience of stimuli during cognitive control ([@bib0260]; [@bib0645]; [@bib0860]), whereas ER2 (lPFC) and ER3 (rACC/vmPFC) are an integral part of the emotion regulation circuitry; ER2 regions (lPFC) are involved in voluntary emotion regulation whereas ER3 (rACC/vmPFC) regions are responsible for automatic emotion regulation. ([@bib0260]; [@bib0645]; [@bib0860]; [@bib0885]). We thus postulate that depressed and substance using youth are not impaired in assigning value and importance to, but rather in the regulation of their response to emotional cues. A similar pattern was observed with respect to rsFC (discussed in subsequent sections) wherein amygdala to ER2 (lPFC) and ER3 (rACC/vmPFC), but not ER1 (dmPFC) regions was more often implicated in depression and substance use. This may imply that depressed and substance using youth share an underlying neurobiology associated with impaired emotion regulation such that they are able to attend to incoming emotional information and understand its salience, but their processing of it is impaired at two levels, both automatic and voluntary.

In addition, the reviewed literature shows aberrant activation of several "other" regions, such as the postcentral and precentral gyri, fusiform gyrus, thalamus and the superior temporal gyrus (STG). Notably, whole-brain analyses demonstrated the aberrant involvement of the fusiform gyrus in several studies of affective modulation in youth depression, with two studies finding higher activation for negative emotion processing ([@bib0400]; [@bib0405]), one study finding increased ([@bib0685]) and another decreased activation ([@bib0405]) for positive emotion processing, and one study reporting increased activation to faces in general ([@bib0455]). In addition to coding face shape and identity, studies have shown that the fusiform areas are also sensitive to the emotional valence of faces (for review see [@bib0895]). This is consistent with the idea that depressed youth are impaired in emotion face processing, which could potentially contribute to the negative bias often reported in depression ([@bib0050]; [@bib0270]). Such an observation was not made for substance using youth in this review, which could in part be due to the small number of studies.

Although more work is required on substance use before unequivocal inferences can be drawn, we tentatively conclude that the current literature on affective reactivity and modulation paradigms support the idea that there is aberrant activity in the cortico-subcortical circuitry in both depression and substance use; however, findings regarding direction of activity and reactivity to positive versus negative stimuli are largely inconsistent. The most consistent finding was heightened amygdala reactivity to negative affective stimuli in depression.

5.2. Behavioral control {#sec0130}
-----------------------

Subcortical activity has been found to be altered during tasks of behavioral control in both depressed and substance using adults ([@bib0695]; [@bib0950]). Studies have demonstrated that depressed adults show exaggerated reactivity of subcortical structures and attenuated reactivity of prefrontal structures to emotional distractors during behavioral control paradigms (e.g., [@bib0390]). Altered (lower) amygdala activation during behavioral control paradigms has been found in substance dependent adults (e.g., [@bib0745]).

Behavioral control studies in depressed and substance using youth had some similar and some opposing findings. [@bib0365] reported attenuated amygdala response to positive stimuli in depressed youth while [@bib0010] reported increased amygdala reactivity in substance using youth. With respect to negative stimuli, studies reported heightened amygdala response to negative stimuli associated with both depression ([@bib0205]; [@bib0365]), and substance use ([@bib0010]). Previous literature indicates that heightened amygdala response to negative stimuli may characterize risk for a subpopulation of those that abuse substances to manage high levels of negative affect ([@bib0335]; [@bib0600]). Despite higher subcortical activity in both depression and substance use with respect to negative stimuli, implicated cortical regions were less consistent. Findings from reviewed studies suggest that depression may be associated with increased recruitment of prefrontal emotion regulatory regions ([@bib0205]; [@bib0470]). It is possible that increased recruitment of prefrontal structures may reflect the need for additional resources to regulate strong bottom-up subcortical reactivity, and that the task of ignoring negative distractors is especially cognitively taxing in depression ([@bib0470]; [@bib0695]). On the other hand, substance use studies (although fewer) showed a pattern of reduced prefrontal recruitment in substance users ([@bib0010]; [@bib0140]), which could be indicative of an inability to adequately recruit emotion regulatory structures to regulate subcortical hyperresponsiveness in the face of negative emotional distractors ([@bib0140]).

Given the small number of studies, any conclusions drawn will be speculative; however, we can tentatively infer that both depression and substance use are associated with altered neural activity during regulation of engagement with emotional distractors. The direction of activation however, differs.

5.3. Cognitive modulation {#sec0135}
-------------------------

Cognitive modulation paradigms involve voluntary regulation of one's affective state ([@bib0740]; [@bib0950]). Studies have shown altered patterns of neural activity during cognitive reappraisal in depressed and substance using adults ([@bib0005]; [@bib0740]). A recent meta-analysis of cognitive reappraisal studies showed heightened activation of several regions, including the insula, and attenuated activation of prefrontal regions (vlPFC, dmPFC) in depressed adults ([@bib0650]). With respect to substance use, to our knowledge, there have been only two published studies of cognitive modulation in adults ([@bib0005]; [@bib0450]). [@bib0005] reported hypoactivation of emotion generating/processing regions, and top-down regulatory structures, whereas a recent study reported no group differences in neural activation associated with the cognitive reappraisal of negative affect in substance dependent adults ([@bib0450]).

In youth depression, our review identified studies that have reported both amygdala hypo- and hyperactivation during cognitive reappraisal ([@bib0370]; [@bib0620]; [@bib0785]). Hyperactivation of prefrontal structures in depressed youth was also reported in two studies ([@bib0620]; [@bib0785]); however, for one of these studies, results did not survive correction for multiple comparisons ([@bib0785]). Studies have also reported no group differences in activation during the reappraisal of negative affect ([@bib0655]; [@bib0525]). In substance using youth, the only published study, to our knowledge, using a cognitive reappraisal paradigm, found higher activation of emotion generating (amygdala) and emotion regulating regions (dlPFC and SMA) during cognitive reappraisal. PPI results for depression and substance use and were opposing; increased cortico-subcortical connectivity in depression ([@bib0620]; [@bib0655]) and lower connectivity in substance using youth ([@bib0975]).

In summary, the neural correlates of cognitive reappraisal have not been adequately explored in youth depression and substance use. Moreover, existing research is generally inconsistent, making reconciling and interpreting results challenging.

5.4. Aberrant resting state functional connectivity {#sec0140}
---------------------------------------------------

Studying functional connectivity during rest allows researchers to study stable neural connections, independent of a task, that may be linked to complex behavior and psychopathology ([@bib0310]). Indeed, resting state fMRI possesses several advantages over task fMRI, especially for clinical populations. It allows the study of clinical populations independent of task-related confounds ([@bib0310]). Decreased rsFC between prefrontal and subcortical regions has been posited to be a characteristic of dysregulated affect ([@bib0250]), and has been consistently found both in adults with depression ([@bib0470]) and in adults with SUD ([@bib0380]; [@bib0865]; [@bib0950]).

We identified several studies (n = 17/29) assessing rsFC in youth depression that used the amygdala as a seed region for their analysis. Most studies (n = 13/17) used a seed-to-voxel approach, and a few created masks based on *a priori* hypotheses ([@bib0030]; [@bib0185]; [@bib0325]; [@bib0445]). The majority of these studies found reduced amygdala-PFC connectivity in depression, specifically with ER2 (lPFC) and ER3 (rACC/vmPFC) regions. Far fewer studies exist on youth substance use, with our search yielding only four studies that have used the amygdala as a seed region in rsFC analysis ([@bib0165]; [@bib0625], [@bib0630]; [@bib0925]). Three out these four studies found reduced amygdala-ER3 (mOFC) connectivity, with connectivity between these specific regions also observed by two studies in depressed youth ([@bib0295]; [@bib0965]).

It is important to note that although most studies in youth depression did find lower connectivity between the amygdala and regulatory regions, a few found increased amygdala connectivity in depressed youth ([@bib0060]; [@bib0185]; [@bib0615]), and two found unaltered amygdala connectivity ([@bib0170]; [@bib0415]); however, [@bib0185] used a seed-to-mask approach for the sgACC, which requires less stringent correction, and [@bib0415] and [@bib0170] had small sample sizes (n = 10 and 12, respectively), which makes it more difficult to reject a null finding ([@bib0070]). In addition, unlike most other studies that had lower numbers, more than 90% of depressed participants in [@bib0170] and [@bib0615] had comorbidities, which likely introduces variability ([@bib0695]).

In summary, consistent with adult studies, most studies on depressed and substance using youth found lower connectivity between the amygdala and prefrontal regulatory regions. Specifically, reduced connectivity between the amygdala and ER2 (lPFC) and ER3 (rACC/vmPFC) groups was apparent in depressed youth, and connectivity between the amygdala and ER3 regions was reduced in substance using youth compared to controls. Consistent with task-based studies, ER1 regions (dmPFC) were rarely implicated. Thus, findings may indicate that intrinsic functional connectivity in depressed and substance using individuals underlies difficulties in regulating emotional responses, rather than impairment in assessing the salience of emotional cues. Interestingly, altered connectivity of ER1 regions (dmPFC/dACC/SMA/Pre-SMA) with other regulatory structures (e.g., sgACC, dmPFC, pgACC) was reported relatively more often ([@bib0615]; [@bib0710]; [@bib0800]) than connectivity of ER1 regions with emotion generating regions in depression, indicating the likely importance of connectivity in other networks for depression (elaborated upon in section [5.6](#sec0150){ref-type="sec"}). The dmPFC/dACC (ER1) acts as a hub, such that it interacts with the PCC/precuneus (part of the default mode network (DMN)) which are responsible for self-referential processing, and cortical regions involved in cognitive control ([@bib0470]; [@bib0950]). It has thus been suggested that it plays a role in resource allocation between internal and external attentional systems ([@bib0565]; [@bib0760]). This resource allocation is likely dynamic and adapts based on situational demands ([@bib0160]). Thus, lower connectivity of ER1 (dmPFC) regions with other cognitive control regions could indicate a disproportional allocation of attention to internal processes and thought, which may play a contributory role in the development or manifestation of depression.

5.5. Longitudinal imaging studies {#sec0145}
---------------------------------

Longitudinal work is undoubtedly important for identifying potential biomarkers and prodromal phases of disorders, for understanding typical and atypical developmental trajectories, and importantly for providing support for dual systems models; however, very few studies utilizing longitudinal imaging were identified in this review. Our search identified some longitudinal rsFC studies on youth depression ([@bib0185]; [@bib0445]; [@bib0800]). Methods in the three studies were too divergent to identify commonalities; however, the amygdala and subgenual cingulate were frequently implicated. Additional longitudinal imaging work is required to study developmental trajectories and their association with behavioral and mental health outcomes.

5.6. The dual systems model and future directions {#sec0150}
-------------------------------------------------

The dual-systems model suggests that youth are predisposed to affect dysregulation and risky behavior such as substance use due to the developmental mismatch between the rapidly developing subcortical system during adolescence, and the more slowly developing prefrontal system of top-down control ([@bib0110]; [@bib0115]; [@bib0340]; [@bib0775]). The developmental mismatch model has been influential because of substantial evidence showing that the two systems undergo significant structural changes ([@bib0105]; [@bib0770]; [@bib0095]), and function differently during adolescence; however, there has been little empirical work directly exploring correlations of the developmental mismatch with psychopathological outcomes and behavior ([@bib0635]).

We reviewed the existing literature to establish if depression and substance use are associated with altered cortical and subcortical activity, and aberrant cortico-subcortical connectivity in ways that are consistent with the dual-systems model. The reviewed literature showed that for most affective tasks, implicated regions and direction of reported alterations were largely inconsistent across studies, and activation of "other" regions was also often reported to be aberrant (as discussed in section [5.1](#sec0125){ref-type="sec"}). However, findings were supportive of the model primarily in two ways: 1) amygdala hyperactivation in response to negative and neutral stimuli was consistently found for youth depression, and 2) lower cortico-amygdalar connectivity during rest was apparent in youth depression and substance use. In addition, both hypoactivation and hyperactivation of top-down regulatory structures was reported in several studies of emotion processing and regulation. While altered activity in regulatory structures was proposed to be consistent with the model, the lack of consistency in the direction of alterations does not allow for clear interpretation of findings.

Taken together, we suggest the following (not necessarily mutually exclusive) possibilities regarding support for the model. First, the model may be valid if we consider rsFC findings as most reliable. There is some evidence for superior reliability of rsFC as compared to task-based activation measures ([@bib0125]; [@bib0410]; [@bib0660]). Further, methodological differences may explain findings of both increased and decreased cortical activation in depression/substance use during emotion processing/regulation (as discussed in section [5.7](#sec0155){ref-type="sec"}). Studies often interpret both findings as indicating impaired emotion regulation. For instance, hypoactivation of regulatory structures has been interpreted to reflect an inability to recruit cortical regions for top-down control ([@bib0145]), while hyperactivation has been suggested to reflect compensatory recruitment to overcome decreased cortico-subcortical coupling ([@bib0695]). To more accurately interpret findings of task-dependent activation, studies should examine associations between activation patterns and behavioral measures of emotion regulation obtained through self-report and/or behavioral paradigms. For example, studies might correlate patterns of neural activation during emotion regulation with self-reported measures of trait emotion regulation strategies (e.g., [@bib0360]). However, it is important to note that larger sample sizes may be required to establish reliable brain-behavior relationships ([@bib0550]). In addition, connectivity analyses more directly examine relationships between prefrontal and subcortical structures. As such, task-based activation studies should also conduct functional connectivity analyses (e.g., PPI and/or rsFC), which would aid in determining whether lower functional integration of cortical and subcortical regions more consistently corresponds to increased or decreased activation of top-down regulatory regions, thus allowing for clearer interpretation of findings in terms of the dual systems model.

Second, given that relatively more depression studies reported lower amygdala-ER2/ER3 (lPFC/rACC/vmPFC) rsFC and amygdala hyperactivity in response to negative affect, it is possible that the model is more applicable to depression than to substance use. As alluded to above, and discussed further in section [5.7.3](#sec0170){ref-type="sec"}, there may be more heterogeneity in the nature of emotion regulation deficits in substance using adolescents (e.g., poor regulation of negative versus positive affect) and neural underpinnings may differ accordingly. Third, the model may be incomplete or too simplistic. This point is elaborated on further below.

Other neurobiological models have also attempted to explain adolescence-associated behavioral changes and peak in hazard rates of depression and substance use. [@bib0280] proposed a "triadic" model whereby the maturation of "approach" system (ventral striatum) occurs before the "avoidance" system (amygdala) in adolescence, and that the still immature "regulatory" system (medial/ventral PFC) -- the third arm of the triad -- is unable to correct for this mismatch. This model also implicates the relationships between cortical and subcortical structures (the arms of the triad) in the youth-associated increase in depression. In line with this model, our review of youth depression literature showed decreased rsFC in the arms of the triad; specifically, several studies showed lower rsFC between the amygdala and lPFC (ER2) and ER3 (rACC/vmPFC) regions, and one study showed increased connectivity between the striatum and ER3 regions. There are other models of depression that focus on the neurobiology of reward processing ([@bib0190]; [@bib0300]), and which the current review is not able to evaluate given that we did not focus on studies of reward, specifically. Future work is needed to evaluate the validity of these models in light of current empirical literature. Finally, in order to verify (or falsify) the applicability of the dual systems model in depressed and substance using youth, future work should include both adolescents with depression (but without substance use issues), adolescents with problematic substance use (but without depression), and adolescents with comorbid depression and substance use issues in one longitudinal design. This would allow for the direct comparison of these cohorts in the same design, and provide insight into the common and distinct neural correlates of depression and substance use from a developmental perspective, as well as advance our understanding of depression-substance use comorbidity.

In any case, while the dual systems model provides a basic neurodevelopmental framework to explain adolescent-associated dysregulated affect and behavior, it is perhaps over simplistic ([@bib0095]). More longitudinal work is required for us to understand the finer nuances of changes in architecture of the brain with age and psychopathology. For instance, a recent longitudinal study by [@bib0255] showed that age related changes in connectivity between the PFC and subcortex were region specific; with some pairs showing increased connectivity, and some showing decreased connectivity with age in a large sample of typically developing adolescents ([@bib0255]). The implication of this on atypical development is yet to be explored. While there is some evidence of depression-associated changes in seed-based connectivity over time (e.g., [@bib0185]), much remains to be explored, and continued use of these models may act as a barrier to the conceptualization of new developmental frameworks ([@bib0095]). Generally, there is a need for increased specificity of developmental models ([@bib0640]). Along with longitudinal work, the need for more rigorous statistical approaches to test these hypotheses has also recently been highlighted in the literature ([@bib0560]).

It has been suggested that the functional and anatomical connections between different regions, rather than the regions themselves may underlie vulnerabilities ([@bib0935]). Given that results from the reviewed literature are largely not concurrent, and various brain regions have been implicated, the authors postulate that developmental impairments associated with mental illness are likely not region specific; but rather result from atypical neural interactions in the human connectome. Looking at the brain from a network/whole-brain perspective, instead of isolated regions or connections is likely to be more informative for multiple reasons; first, we know that changes in synaptic connectivity and myelination are key developmental processes at the micro-scale ([@bib0155]). Volumetric changes in grey and white matter have been consistently shown across adolescence and emerging adulthood ([@bib0330]), and it has been suggested that such changes likely correspond with developmental changes in functional and anatomical connectivity at both micro and macro sales ([@bib0880]). Second, higher order cognitive functions are not localized to specialized regions but rather arise from large-scale network interactions of both proximal and distal cells populations ([@bib0215]). Behavioral changes that accompany adolescence, and the increase in rates of mental illness during youth, could therefore be associated with changes in network-based interactions. Looking at wiring of the brain in entirety, with methods such as graph theory, will likely give us insight into developmental miswiring and its association with psychopathology ([@bib0240]). Recent work using network-based approaches has revealed age, and illness associated changes in the brain's network architecture ([@bib0240]; [@bib0855]). For example, research has already shown that brains of depressed individuals have an aberrant topological organization (for review see [@bib0350]). More longitudinal work will be required to establish clear associations between network neuroscience and mental health.

5.7. Methodological issues {#sec0155}
--------------------------

### 5.7.1. Sample size {#sec0160}

Sample sizes of the reviewed studies are relatively modest, with a mean of 24, median 20 and range of 5--82 for MDD (excluding large cohorts with dimensional measures). Including studies of dimensional measures, the mean sample size was to 32.08 (range = 5--167, median = 24). For substance use, most studies utilized dimensional measures, with a mean sample size of 48.6 (range = 11--292, median = 27). Small sample sizes limit the interpretability of results, and lower the chances of replicating results ([@bib0835]), which could explain why studies using the same paradigm have contradictory findings ([@bib0695]).

### 5.7.2. Task design {#sec0165}

Task design was not consistent across studies, specifically with respect to stimulus type (pain, pictures, faces, words), the valence (positive, negative), varying intensity of the valence (100%/50% positive/negative), the stimuli (happy, sad, fearful, angry, neutral) and the contrasts examined during analysis (e.g., positive \> negative vs positive \> rest vs faces \> shapes). This much diversity in the methods and analysis also introduces some inconsistency in the literature and likely results in divergent and contradictory findings ([@bib0585]). Attempting to limit synthesis of studies to those that used comparable paradigms and contrasts is currently not possible given the current relatively small literature base.

### 5.7.3. Treatment history and clinical characteristics {#sec0170}

The lack of consistent findings across studies could also be attributed to the variance in treatment history, comorbidities and clinical characteristics of the participants. It is known that functional activity and connectivity in depressed as well as remitted MDD participants is altered by anti-depressant use ([@bib0220]; [@bib0505]; [@bib0910]). It can thus be inferred that medication is likely a significant confounding factor. In our reviewed literature, of the studies that reported medication status, 20 out of the 65 studies that reported medication status included currently medicated depressed patients and 0/23 included medicated substance using youth. The effects of medication on the results are difficult to establish, because of the heterogeneous profile of treatment, and the small number of studies that directly studied the effect of medication on the neural correlates of emotion processing and regulation. In addition, a small number of studies in youth depression (n = 10) did not report medication status, and we would encourage future studies to include information about medication use to aid replication and comparisons between studies. Similarly, of the studies that reported comorbidities, more than 50% of MDD subjects had another Axis I disorder. Several studies on substance using youth included in our review also used participants with Axis I disorders including MDD (e.g., [@bib0010]; [@bib0395]). Thus, comorbidity is also likely an important confound ([@bib0695]). Depression severity could also potentially be an important confounder since neural activity and functional connectivity between regions have often been shown to be correlated with the severity of depression; however, only a few studies reported these associations ([@bib0030]; [@bib0060]; [@bib0305]; [@bib0385]; [@bib0420], [@bib0425]). Finally, depression itself is a complex clinical disorder, in that the primary symptom could be depressed mood and/or anhedonia, and other symptom profiles can be variable ([@bib0695]). Therefore, this diverse clinical presentation of the disorder may prevent us from being able to decipher the underlying pathophysiology of depression.

Similarly, underlying causes for substance use are also variable; for example, individuals may take to substances to reduce negative affect, increase experience of affect when emotions are absent, or control affect when emotions are confusing or excessive ([@bib0485]). The recruitment of larger and more homogenous cohorts will help decipher the underlying pathophysiology of depression and substance use. Alternatively, use of classification frameworks such as Research Domain Criteria (RDoC), ([@bib0435]) rather than case-control designs, would help us understand the neurobiology of different presentations of a disorder and help characterize its clinical diversity.

Regarding substance use, due to the small number of studies, the extant literature did not permit us to examine substance use disorder and substance use separately. We reviewed studies across substances and with differing clinical profiles, which included recreational use, problematic use and substance use disorders, which likely introduces variability ([@bib0135]; [@bib0890]; [@bib0970]). Differences in neural activity during emotion processing/regulation based on severity of use/dependence was not possible for us to discuss in this review given that limited research has been conducted. More studies exploring emotion regulation and processing are required in substance using youth before definitive conclusions can be drawn.

### 5.7.4. Data analysis and interpretation {#sec0175}

Studies used different methods in their analysis with respect to the contrasts examined (emotion compared to fixation/rest or another valence), signal type (group differences in activation vs deactivation), statistical approach to the analysis (ROI vs whole-brain for task and seed-to-voxel vs seed to mask/ROI for connectivity), seeds and ROIs chosen for analyses, and finally statistical correction methods employed for multiple comparisons. For instance, ROI based approaches are less stringent in nature and therefore the rate of false discovery is higher, whereas Type II error rates are higher with whole-brain correction methods ([@bib0530]; [@bib0665]). Finally, due to the statistical thresholding methods used in past studies, there is an increased risk of inflated false positives in some of the earlier studies ([@bib0265]). Therefore, data analysis can also introduce significant variability in results.

It is also worth mentioning that the reporting and interpretation of findings in resting functional connectivity studies can be quite variable. Frequently, group-specific values of functional connectivity findings are not reported, and results are limited to increased vs decreased connectivity between groups, which do not permit further discourse on positive vs negative connectivity, and the difference in connectivity strengths. Future studies should aim to provide more nuanced interpretations of weak (close to zero) vs strong (positive or negative) connectivity or positive vs negative connectivity between groups.

5.8. Limitations {#sec0180}
----------------

This review has some limitations worth discussing. First, the literature on emotion processing/regulation and resting state connectivity in youth depression is far more comprehensive than that on substance using youth. As such, more studies in substance use are needed to further explore patterns in altered neural circuitry within each dimension (affect intensity/modulation, cognitive modulation and behavioral control) and resting state. Second, most studies in depression have majority female samples while most studies in substance use have majority male samples, which makes comparisons more difficult, especially given that studies have shown sex differences in the neural correlates of emotion regulation (e.g., [@bib0675]). Third, due to the small number of studies, this review did not differentiate between recreational use and substance dependence, nor did it differentiate between different substances. This is an important topic for future research and reviews to address. Further, this review examined neural circuitry of emotion processing and regulation in active depression, subclinical depression, remitted depression and correlations with dimensional measures of depression and as such it is possible these different forms of depression may have distinct underlying neurobiology. There is some evidence however for similar neurobiological alterations in subclinical and clinical depression ([@bib0055]). In addition, in order to determine if including studies with current MDD versus subclinical or other types of depression had an impact on consistency, we conducted a preliminary analysis of affective reactivity/modulation paradigms---the dimension with the most of number of studies--- in current MDD only, and found little difference in the pattern of findings (Supplementary Fig. 2) to those reported in section 4.3.1.1. Fourth, given the lack of longitudinal studies (noted above) or studies assessing discrete age periods, we were unable to comment on developmental effects. As a supplementary analysis, we provide figures separately for adolescents and emerging adults (Supplementary Figure 3--5). However, studies were too few in number to observe differences between these age groups. Finally, our review included some studies with an upper age that was greater than 29 (n = 7 in depression and n = 7 in substance use) or unknown (n = 3 in depression and n = 1 in substance use). This decision was made due to the small number of substance use studies where all participants were within the age range 10--29 (n = 16 across three dimensions of emotion regulation, and resting state). However, it is important to note that excluding these studies from the review would not have altered our main conclusions regarding increased amygdala activation to negative stimuli in depression, and decreased connectivity between the amygdala and prefrontal regulatory structures in both youth depression and substance use.

6. Conclusion {#sec0185}
=============

This review aimed to evaluate the validity of the dual systems model for youth depression and substance use. We reviewed the extant literature on emotion processing and regulation tasks, and resting state functional connectivity, in order to examine alterations in the emotion processing/regulation circuitry. We found that while some patterns consistent with the dual systems model emerged, the literature was generally divergent. It is likely that network-based and other whole-brain approaches and more longitudinal work will help us better understand depression and substance use associated alterations in brain network architecture and developmental trajectories.
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[^1]: Abbreviations: Ant = anterior, B = bilateral, CT = cluster threshold, CDRS = children's depression rating scale, CDT = cluster determining threshold, Comm = community, FDR = false discovery rate, FWE = family-wise error, GC = Granger causality, GRF = gaussian random field, HC = healthy controls, k = cluster extent, L = left, MC = Monte Carlo simulations, MDD = major depressive disorder, NR = not reported, Post = posterior, PPI = psychophysiological interaction, R = right, ROI = region of interest, SVC = small volume correction, T = time, WB = whole brain

[^2]: Brain regions: ACC = anterior cingulate cortex, ACG = anterior cingulate gyrus, AI = Ant. Insula, AMG = amygdala, AMIC = anterior middle insular cortex, dACC = dorsal ACC, dlPFC = dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, DMN = default mode network, dmPFC = dorsomedial PFC, HPC = hippocampus, IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, IPL = inferior parietal lobule, ITG = inferior temporal gyrus, LOC = lateral occipital cortex, lPFC = lateral PFC, MFG = middle frontal gyrus, mOFC = medial OFC, mPFC = medial PFC, MTG = middle temporal gyrus, NAcc = nucleus accumbens, OC = occipital cortex, OFC = orbitofrontal cortex, PAG = periacqueductal gray, PCC = posterior cingulate cortex, PCG = paracingulate gyrus, PFC = prefrontal cortex, pgACC = perigenual ACC, PHG = parahippocampal gyrus, postCG = postcentral gyrus, preCG = precentral gyrus, rACC = rostral ACC, SC = sensory cortex, sgACC = subgenual ACC, SFG = superior frontal gyrus, SMA = supplementary motor area, SMG = supramarginal gyrus, STC = superior temporal cortex, STG = superior temporal gyrus, STL = superior temporal lobe, supragACC = supragenual ACC, vmPFC = ventromedial PFC, vlPFC = ventrolateral PFC, VS = ventral striatum, vPFC = ventral PFC, VTA = ventral tegmental area

[^3]: negative correlation with depressive scores.

[^4]: positive correlation with depressive scores.

[^5]: Functional connectivity correlated with depressive scores.

[^6]: Abbreviations: ACC = anterior cingulate cortex; dlPFC = dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; mPFC = medial prefrontal cortex; sgACC = subgenual ACC.

[^7]: Abbreviations: Ant = anterior, AUD = alcohol use disorder, B = bilateral, Comm = community, CT = cluster threshold, CDT = cluster determining threshold, FDR = false discovery rate, FWE = family-wise error, HC = healthy controls, k = cluster extent, L = left, MC = Monte Carlo simulations, MJ = marijuana, NR = not reported, PPI = psychophysiological interaction, R = right, ROI = region of interest, rsFC = resting state functional connectivity, SVC = small volume correction, T = time, WB = whole brain.

[^8]: Brain regions: ACC = anterior cingulate cortex, AMG = amygdala, CCN = cognitive control network, dACC = dorsal ACC, dlPFC = dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, DMN = default mode network, dmPFC = dorsomedial PFC, LOC = lateral occipital cortex, IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, IPL = inferior parietal lobule, MFG = middle frontal gyrus, MTG = middle temporal gyrus, NAcc = nucleus accumbens, OFC = orbitofrontal cortex, PCC = posterior cingulate cortex, PHG = parahippocampal gyrus, PFC = prefrontal cortex, preCG = precentral gyrus, SEN = salience and emotion network, sgACC = subgenual ACC, SFG = superior frontal gyrus, SPL = superior parietal lobule, vlPFC = ventrolateral PFC,

[^9]: correlated with depressive symptoms.

[^10]: Abbreviations: Ant = anterior, B = bilateral, Comm = community, CT = cluster threshold, CDT = cluster determining threshold, DEP = depressed youth, FDR = false discovery rate, FWE = family-wise error, HC = healthy controls, k = cluster extent, L = left, MC = Monte Carlo simulations, NR = not reported, PPI = psychophysiological interaction, R = right, ROI = region of interest, SVC = small volume correction, T = time, WB = whole brain

[^11]: Brain regions: ACC = anterior cingulate cortex, AMG = amygdala, dACC = dorsal ACC, dlPFC = dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, DMN = default mode network, dmPFC = dorsomedial PFC, FPC = frontopolar cortex, FPN = frontoparietal network, HPC = hippocampus, ICA = independent component analysis, IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, IPL = inferior parietal lobule, lPFC = lateral PFC, MFG = middle frontal gyrus, mOFC = medial OFC, mPFC = medial PFC, MTG = middle temporal gyrus, NAcc = nucleus accumbens, OC = occipital cortex, OFC = orbitofrontal cortex, PCC = posterior cingulate cortex, PCG = paracingulate gyrus, PFC = prefrontal cortex, PHG = parahippocampal gyrus, postCG = postcentral gyrus, preCG = precentral gyrus, sgACC = subgenual ACC, SFG = superior frontal gyrus, SMA = supplementary motor area, STG = superior temporal gyrus, vmPFC = ventromedial PFC, vlPFC = ventrolateral PFC, VTA = ventral tegmental area

[^12]: Abbreviations: Ant = anterior, B = bilateral, CT = cluster threshold, CDRS = children's depression rating scale, CDT = cluster determining threshold, Comm = community, FDR = false discovery rate, FWE = family-wise error, GRF = gaussian random field, HC = healthy controls, k = cluster extent, L = left, MC = Monte Carlo simulations, MDD = major depressive disorder, NR = not reported, PPI = psychophysiological interaction, R = right, ROI = region of interest, rs-MRI = resting state MRI, rsFC = resting state functional connectivity, SVC = small volume correction, T = time, WB = whole brain

[^13]: Brain regions: ACC = anterior cingulate cortex, AMG = amygdala, BL = basolateral, CM = centromedial, dACC = dorsal ACC, dlPFC = dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, DMN = default mode network, dmPFC = dorsomedial PFC, DMTHAL = dorsomedial thalamus, FPC = frontopolar cortex, FPN = frontoparietal network, HPC = hippocampus, iFC = inferior frontal cortex, IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, IPL = inferior parietal lobule, ITG = inferior temporal gyrus, LOC = lateral occipital cortex, lPFC = lateral PFC, MFG = middle frontal gyrus, mFC = middle frontal cortex, mOFC = medial OFC, mPFC = medial PFC, MTG = middle temporal gyrus, NAcc = nucleus accumbens, OC = occipital cortex, OFC = orbitofrontal cortex, PCC = posterior cingulate cortex, PCG = paracingulate gyrus, PFC = prefrontal cortex, pgACC = perigenual ACC, PHG = parahippocampal gyrus, postCG = postcentral gyrus, preCG = precentral gyrus, PST = pallidostriatum, rACC = rostral ACC, sgACC = subgenual ACC, sFC = superior frontal cortex, SFG = superior frontal gyrus, SMA = supplementary motor area, SMG = supramarginal gyrus, STC = superior temporal cortex, STG = superior temporal gyrus, STL = superior temporal lobe, supragACC = supragenual ACC, vmPFC = ventromedial PFC, vlPFC = ventrolateral PFC, VS = ventral striatum, vPFC = ventral PFC, VTA = ventral tegmental area.

[^14]: ^1^negatively correlated with depressive symptoms.

[^15]: ^2^correlated with depressive symptoms for females.

[^16]: ^3^higher in those that developed MDD at T4.

[^17]: ^4^correlated with negative affect.

[^18]: ^5^positively correlated with depressive symptoms.

[^19]: ^6^correlated with depressive symptoms at T1.

[^20]: ^7^negatively correlated with depressive symptoms at T2.

[^21]: Abbreviations: Ant = anterior, AUD = alcohol use disorder, B = bilateral, CT = cluster threshold, CDT = cluster determining threshold, FDR = false discovery rate, FWE = family-wise error, HC = healthy controls, k = cluster extent, L = left, MC = Monte Carlo simulations, NR = not reported, PPI = psychophysiological interaction, R = right, ROI = region of interest, SU = substance use, WB = whole brain

[^22]: Brain regions: ACC = anterior cingulate cortex, AMG = amygdala, dlPFC = dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, dmPFC = dorsomedial PFC, IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, IPL = inferior parietal lobule, MFG = middle frontal gyrus, mOFC = medial OFC, mPFC = medial PFC, MTG = middle temporal gyrus, OFC = orbitofrontal cortex, PCC = posterior cingulate cortex, PHG = parahippocampal gyrus, PFC = prefrontal cortex, preCG = precentral gyrus, SFG = superior frontal gyrus, SMA = supplementary motor area, STG = superior temporal gyrus, vmPFC = ventromedial PFC.

[^23]: correlated with number of smokes per week.

[^24]: predictive of poor alcohol related outcomes in the future.

[^25]: Abbreviations: AUD = alcohol use disorder, AUDIT = Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test, B = bilateral, CT = cluster threshold, CDT = cluster determining threshold, CUD = cannabis use disorder, CUDIT = Cannabis Use Disorders Identification Test, FWE = family-wise error, HC = healthy controls, L = left, PPI = psychophysiological interaction, R = right, ROI = region of interest, SU = substance use, WB = whole brain

[^26]: Brain region: sACC = anterior cingulate cortex, AMG = amygdala, dlPFC = dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, dmPFC = dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, IPL = inferior parietal lobule, MFG = middle frontal gyrus, MTG = middle temporal gyrus, PCC = posterior cingulate cortex, PHG = parahippocampal gyrus, preCG = precentral gyrus, SFG = superior frontal gyrus, SMA = supplementary motor area

[^27]: correlated with audit scores.

[^28]: negatively correlated with audit scores.

[^29]: correlated with CUDIT scores.

[^30]: negatively correlated with last three-month binges.

[^31]: Abbreviations: B = bilateral, CT = cluster threshold, CDT = cluster determining threshold, FWE = family-wise error, HC = healthy controls, L = left, PPI = psychophysiological interaction, R = right, ROI = region of interest, SU = substance use, WB = whole brain

[^32]: Brain regions: AMG = amygdala, dlPFC = dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, preCG = precentral gyrus, SFG = superior frontal gyrus, SMA = supplementary motor area

[^33]: Abbreviations: Ant = anterior, AUD = alcohol use disorder, B = bilateral, Comm = community, CT = cluster threshold, CDT = cluster determining threshold, FDR = false discovery rate, FWE = family-wise error, HC = healthy controls, k = cluster extent, L = left, MC = Monte Carlo simulations, MJ = marijuana, NR = not reported, PPI = psychophysiological interaction, R = right, ROI = region of interest, rsFC = resting state functional connectivity, SU = substance use, SUD = substance use disorder, SVC = small volume correction, T = time, WB = whole brain.

[^34]: Brain regions: ACC = anterior cingulate cortex, AMG = amygdala, dACC = dorsal ACC, dlPFC = dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, DMN = default mode network, dmPFC = dorsomedial PFC, FPC = frontopolar cortex, FPN = frontoparietal network, HPC = hippocampus, ICA = independent component analysis, IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, IPL = inferior parietal lobule, MFG = middle frontal gyrus, mOFC = medial OFC, mPFC = medial PFC, MTG = middle temporal gyrus, NAcc = nucleus accumbens, OFC = orbitofrontal cortex, PCC = posterior cingulate cortex, PFC = prefrontal cortex, PHG = parahippocampal gyrus, preCG = precentral gyrus, sgACC = subgenual ACC, SFG = superior frontal gyrus, SMA = supplementary motor area, STG = superior temporal gyrus, vmPFC = ventromedial PFC, vlPFC = ventrolateral PFC, VTA = ventral tegmental area.

[^35]: correlated with Fagerstrom Test for Nicotine Dependence (FTND) score.

[^36]: correlation with years since age 10 of substance use.
